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TVA Power Cutbacks Will Have Local impact...
about March 1. TVA's plan calls for
The first step in a Tennessee Valley
mandatory allocations of power when
Authority plan for mandatory power
that happens and we are working with
cutbacks will probably have to be
implemerifid the rtaiiiisecondaiikix- them now to finalize implementation of
that plan for our customers if
March, TVA and local electric power
necessary."
system officials said Thursday' afterJohn Ed Walker, manager of the
noon. '
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Within two weeks of an ordered 30
Cooperative Cooperation, said TVA is
percent power cutback - the first step in
also concerned about the delay in
a five step emergency plan - TVA would
restarting coal deliveries once an
shut off all electricity to any-indite/Aid
agreemesit-g`reached in the-Arqke.
user that does not comply.
"Ftatification of the contract and
The proposed emergency plan forthe
starting production take time," he said.
forced curtailments was sent Thursday
Earlier this week, TVA asked its 21
to distributors, state energy officials
/
2
million customers to voluntarily cut
and large industrial customers in
their use of power 20 percent, a move
TVA's seven-state system. It still has to
which could reduce the drain on strikebe approved by the agency's board of
depleted coal stockpiles by 100,000 tons
directors.
per week.
"Stockpiles of coal at all but- two
The 30 percent mandatory reduction
TVA's plants are critically low, totaling
is the, first of the plan's five-step
1.96 million tons," Bill Barker manager
program to go into effect when TVA's
of the Murray Electric System said.
present 1.9 million ton, 25-day stockpile
"TVA expects those stockpiles to reach
the emergency level of one million tons falls to one million tons.

begun a voluntary power cutback.
TVA officials estimate the first step
the stockpiles fall to 750,000 tons. .
"Two or three days of 7-degree
weather weaja Just wipe as we- he
alone, affecting about 2,000 plants, will --• ."We hope to effect a 15 to 25 percent
Officials said, however, they now have
result in layoffs for 100,000 to- 150,000 savutg," Garrison said. Garrison said
said. When temperatures in the region
no effective way to enforce such a
workers, roughly 20 percani-et-ilia --__that the milk plant could continue to
curtailment with homeowners and
operate under the initial phase of the
fell into the teens and below last month, commercial firms.
region's industrial work force.
TVA's stockpiles were drained by as
mandatory cutback but that the 50
Locally, the first step will not have
"Our experience in the 1974 coal
much as 1.1 million tons in one week. strike was that we getiota end-idiot
percent step could create severe
such a drastic impact, plant officials
.
Under the first step of the curproblems.
here say. Thomas Rice, general
phone calls from residential customers
tailment, industries will get 70 percent
Paul Kiesow, manager of Fishermanager of the Tappan plant here,said
who were making in effort to c,'of the average weekly power they
Price Toys, said that his operation will
the 30 percent cutback would not have a
serve," Van Mol said. "Nothing made
be
consumed during the four months of
somewhat hampered by the 30
severe effect on the operation of the
them madder than seeing a brightly
•
percent cutback and that the 50 percent
plant.
---llghted store or garish--advertising
hi
.
between
last
July
and
. .
cutback will have an even greater ef"We might have to go to a shortened
- • display."
•
De
r.
fect on the toy plant.
work -week," Rice said, adding that
The
third
step,
to
take
effect
Wtien
the
TVA
will
read
the
meters
of
its
inAt
the 50 percent power cutback would be
Vanderbilt Chemical Co., Ed
stockpiles reach 500, 000 tons — less
dustrial customers after the first week
Shinners, plant manager said that
a severe handicap and could possibly
and a week's supply — is cutting all
of the curtailment. If they are using
whatever cutback in power is manmean some layoffs."
power to industry by 50 percent. At 250,more
than
the
70
percent
allowed,
the
dated by TVA will mean an equal
Rice said that conservation measures
000 tons, TVA will cut off all power to
agency will begin reading the meters
had already been initiated in the plant
cutback in manpower at the plant.
industries except the amount needed to
each day.
"We have already initiated some
in an effort to voluntarily cut power
prevent damage to their equipment.
Once an industry reaches the point
consumption as much as possible.
changes in our production schedule that
The fifth and final step would bt
where
its
power
use
exceeds
the
will help to conserve energy," Shinners
_,Jim_Garriepre. general manager of
rotating
blackouts, affecting all.
amount allowed for the two weeks, TVA
Ryan Milk Co., the only other insiuners
except
for emergency facilities
will
cut
it
off
entirely
for
the
duration
spokesman,
said
TVA
of
Van
Mol,
_John
dustrial-class power user served by
such as hospitals.
the emergency, Van Mol said.
the mandatory cutbacks could come
MES, said his plant, too, had already
TVA supplies electricity for an 80,000TV_A will ask all of its customers to,
much sooner than expected If
d-..
square-mile area covering almost all of .
weather moves 40 We-.region ea Pre-_„ cut consumption by 30 percent as the
_,.iecohd step, to. be implemented when
tot kvi
Teanaaaaaand Parts of KentackYc
•

.... Efforts At Ending Strike Continue

tft Vt.
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By DAVID ESPO Associated Press Writer
.WASHINGTON (AP) — Efforts to
end the 74-day-old national soft coal
strike resumed today against the
backgrourid, of an informal Carter
administration deadline to get a contract accord by the end of the day.
Labor Secretary Ray 'Marshall met
with union officials this morning and
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PLAN SHOW — Members'of Murray Art Guild, TVA's Land Between the Lakes and others have already started
planning for the 9th Annual Land Between the Lakes Arts and Crafts Festival in June. Here five people working with
the show discuss plans. From left are Ann Wright, representing TVA, James Stickler, Murray State University Art
Department, a festival advisor, Patricia Clark, chairman of publicity for the show, Marcella Runefestival coordinator,
and Opal Roberts, president of the art guild. The LB[ show will be June 24 and 25.

Abortion Again Key Issue In
House; Senate Votes On Sites
By. T.G. MOORE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT
Ky.(AP) — Abortion again was at the
forefront of legislative action Thursday
as the House voted overwhelmingly to
cut off state medical assistance
payments for abortions except when
the mother's life is threatened.
The 84-6 vote followed by one day a
vote in the same chamber in favor of a
resolution asking Congress to call a
constitutional convention to consider an
anti-abortion amendment to the U.S.
Constitution.
Rep. Raymond Overstreet, RLiberty, tried unsuccessfully to amend
the abortion funding bill to permit state
funds to be used for abortions in
pregnancies resulting from rape or
incest.
Without the amendment, Overstreet
said, the measure says to pregnant poor
women, "because you're poor, suffer
the consequences."
On a somewhat related matter, the
House voted 73-11 in favor of a bill to
prohibit health insurance contracts
from including coverage for an elective
abortion. Such coverage would have to
be added on a separate rider.
The Senate, meantime, voted
Thursday to require legislative approval of any future nuclear waste
burial sites in Kentucky.
The requirement, proposed by Sen.
John Berry, D-New Castle, was attached as an amendment to a bill
clarifying the responsibility of the
Department for Human Resources to
control radioactive materials.
Berry substituted the amendment for
one which would have flatly banned any
nuclear waste burial site except for the
existing one at Maxey Flats near
Morehead.
Employers would be required to pay
women equally for the same work done
by a man under a bill approved in the
Senate.
Sen. Don Johnson, 1)-Ft. Thomas, an
opponent of the Equal Rights Amendment, cosponsored the equal pay bill
and said it was a chance for anti-ERA
senators to show they were not against
equal rights, just the ERA.

The House Thursday unanimously
approved a measure to establish a
legislative review panel to oversee
agency expenditures.
House Majority Leader Bobby

Richardson, 1)-Glasgow, called it one of
the most important pieces of legislation
in the current session to put the legislative branch on a more equal footing
with the executive branch.

Controversial Bonus Unit
Cut To Go As Planned
and special education units funded priFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
or to 1974.
controversial
for
unit
bonus
Carroll said the $29.5 million will be
educational funding will be phased out
spread evenly over all special and
over a four-year period instead of being
vocational classroom units, including
eliminated all at once, Gov. Julian
those funded after 1974.
Carroll has decided.
Carroll also revealed his educational
Carroll announced Thursday he has
package of legislation, to be introduced
come to the conclusion the immediate
in the legislature later this week.
abolition of the units would place too
much of a financial burden on some
local school districts.
Carroll said he will flow an additional
$29.5 million back to school districts
over the biennium to replace the money
lost through elimination of the bonus
units.
"The bonus unit is a mistake that
Murray State University has been
should never have been made in the
bequeathed $18,853.72 in stocks and
first place," Carroll told a Kentucky
cash from the estate of the late Ma'
Press Association gathering at the
ning Stewart with which to establish a
Frankfort Country Club. "But it does
scholarship program for students
cause substantial financial loss to
preparing for a career beneficial to_the
eliminate it all at one time."
mentally handicapped.
However, Carroll admitted he has
A native of the Dexter area of
still not made a final decision on where
Calloway County, Steward worked
the $29.5 million will come from,
most of his life as an attorney with the
although it will be from the $275 million
U.S. Postal Service in Washington, 1)in increased funds he has requested for
C., before retiring a number of years
elementary and secondary education.
ago and returning to Murray, makfng
Carroll said he thought some of the
his home in the old National Hotel. He
money could come from the increased
died July 28,1975.
vocational and special education
In his will, Stewart directed that a
classroom units he has requested. He
portion of his estate,87,791.80 in cash
also hinted the 12 percent increase in
and 231 shares of stock in 17 companies,
current operating expense could also be
be used to assist young people purpcut.
• seoing careers in the allied health
However, he said the $144 million of
sciences or special education fields
new money for increased teacher
leading to services for the mentally
salaries will not be touched.
retarded.
Carroll said he is still opposed to
To be known as the "Manning
bonus
uni,ts,
calling
them
Stewart Memorial Scholarship," the
discrimenatory and illegal. Bones units
award will be made to native-born
provide double funding for vocational
Kentuckians enrolled at Murray State

planned a separate session with to get a settlement sometime today was
representatives of the Bituminous Coal _
not a hard.and-fast deadline. But he
Operators 'AssoCiation before reconsaid: "We don't have long. This thing
vening a joint session.
can't go on."
Marshall, taking the role of chief
One administration official, ammediator, kept the parties around the
bargaining table nearly continnously- plifying on Marshall's remarks, said _ v.,.
privately today that "we have to IA- —
from Thursday morning until 2 a.m.
relatively close or at a settlement" by
today, when the bargainers recessed
day's end or "it's time to talk about
for a rest..
options." He did not elaborate.
•
Marshall said Thursday that his goal
•

Hospital Board Okays Lease Bid;
Looks To Warm Weather Ahead
----the floors which will allow for pouring
floor space.( That was an increase over
By LOIVELL ATCHLEY
or floor slabs. We hope the weather will
a previous request. Doctors going into
Staff Reporter
get better in a week or two and let this
the building have agreed to give up 200
Members of Murray-Calloway
thing take off again."
County Hospital Board may be looking
square feet to accomodate the pharPoston told board members, "Since macy, according to Dr. Donald
for sunny days ahead because pracwe started this project, we've lost at
tically no work was accomplished on a
Hughes, chief of staff.) Begley's also
least two months. . . 26 days prior to the
asked for a seven year lease instead of
physicians office building during the
real bad weather that we had in
last month.
a previous three. And a condition in the
January and first of February."
That's what city-county hospital
first bid that "at least five generalThe adtninistrator said work on the
administrator Stuart Poston told board
family practitioners or pediatricians in
hospital portion of the building
members in a meeting Thursday night.
the building" is changed to "five
program has continued through most of
"Hopefully on Monday we can get
cloctors." Hurt said Begleys has agreed
the inclemert weather.
some More people back on the
to build a proposed drive in window
"They did a very good job of working
(physician's office building) job,"
area for the pharmacy.
during the cold weather, even though
Poston said.
Hurt said the committee asked both
for
the
sheet
metal workers the temHospital board members continued
Begley and Scott to meet with the
peratures were around eight and 10
working out floor plans for the building.
conunittee. "All the bids had variations
degrees," Poston said.
Board members Thursday evening
.
. . we sat down and went over the bids,
Hospital board members Thursday
okayed an apparent high lease bid from
the lease," Hurt related.
evening
authorized
Poston and a
Begley Drugs to run a pharmacy in the
Scott's original bid, which is uncommittee to formalize a lease
building once it is completed. Next
changed from the January session,
agreement
with
Begley
Drugs
on
highest bidder was reported to be Scott
lease
calls for 800 square feet of floor space;
of a pharmacy for the physicians office
Drugs in Murray.
$9.25 per square foot plus three percent
building.
The board also went-into executive
of the first $100,000; five percent of the
Harold Hurt, speaking for a
session at the end of the regular
next $50,000; eight percent of the next
screening committeeset up to review
business session to discuss "pending
$50,000;
17 percent of the next $100,000;
bids on the pharmacy, recommended
litigation" against the hospital
and 20.5 percent of all over $300,000.
the Begley bid over a bid coming from
"The physicians office building has
I Begley's original bid called for 800
Scott Drugs in Murray.
had almost no wdrk done on it at all
square
feet minimum; $7.50 per square
The hospital board opened and made
during the past two months due to the
foot or sum equal to 15 percent of gross
,
public
seven
bids
in
a
January
meeting.
weather. It is a situation where it has
annual sales; whichever is higher;
Hurt told the newspaper today that
been too cold to work on the steel. . . the
must have at least five general-family
both
and
Scott
Begley
were
given
the
ground is frozen. . . therefore no work
practitioners or pediatricians in the
option, in separate meetings with the
has been done except on the days when
building. If not, deduct 20 percent of bid
committee,
of
modifying
their
bids,
it was at least 25 degrees with no ice on
for each less.)
allowing the bid to stand unchanged or
the building," Poston told board
to
withdraw
it
altogether.
Hospital board members also
members.
Scott's bid is virtually unchanged
Thursday evening agreed to pay an
"As soon as we can get this thing
from the January meeting. But,
increase in fire insurance premiums to
plumbed, welded in place,- then they
Begley's bid, as it was revealed in the
a company currently insuring the
can start putting the metal decking on
Thursday night meeting, is changed. _ hospital, but under protest. The inAs board members okayed it Thurcrease came after acceptance of
sday evening, Begley's bid calls for the
competitive bidding rates, Poston said.
apparent high bidder to pay the hospital
Board members recommended that a
15 percent of gross revenue up to
screening
committee
continue
$500,000; 17ei percent on $500,000 to
negotiations with a doctor of
$600,000; anything in excess of $600,000,
anesthesiology the hos?ital is currently
20 percent. Begley's asked 1,000 feet of
talking to.
University and preparing for careers of
work with the mentally retarded.
According to Dr. Thomas B.
One Section — 12 Pages
Vieciitive director of the
Murray State University Foundation,
A column written by Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley is
which will administer the program,r
making its initial appearance on the Opinion Page of
recipients will be selected each year by
today's Murray Ledger & Times. The column, entitled
a committee composed of: The
"Sitting in the Mayor's Office," will appear -in the
Calloway County judge; a member of
newspaper from time-to-time. The purpose of the column
the law firm of Hughes, Gregory and
is to give a view of city governthent from an administration standpoint.
Haverstock and the chairman of the
Department of Special Education at
Murray State.
Only earnings generated through
Page
5
investment of the base gift will be used
for the scholarships. Hogancamp
• Classifieds
10.11
Crosswords
9
specified. It also has been directed, he
Comics .
Considerable cloudiness today
said, that 10 percent of the investment
9
Dear Abby..
with chance of light snow in the
3
earnings be added to the principal each
Deaths & Funerals
afternoon. Highs in the mid and
Year in order that the fund may grow.
12
Horoscope
upper 30s. Cloudy with occasional
Also sharing in the estate were the
9
Let's Stay Well
light snow tonight with possible
9
Kosair Crippled Children's Hospital in
Local Scene
accumulation of 1 inch or less.
2,3
Louisville; Stewart's "alma mater,
Opinion Page
Lows in the mid to upper 20s.
4
Curnberland College of Tennessee at
Sports
Flurries ending with decreasing
6,7
Lebanon; the Stewart family cemetery
TV Page
cloudiness Saturday
near Dexter; and several members of
the family.

MSU Scholarship To Aid
Students In Special Ed

inside today

chance
of
snow

today's index
..Church

• Oa
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Panhellenic State Day Jackson & Hargrove Vows Mrs. Gibson Honored On Birthday
Planned, Transylvania Read At The Club House
Those present included Mr.
and'Mrs. Howard'Gibson and
daughtefi, Teresa and Jane,
and 'Weir friend, Sherrie
Blakely, Mr. and Mrs. Brooks
Gibson, Lisa, Cindy and Mr.
A family celebration was and Mrs. Ken (Rita) Darnell,
held on Saturday evening, all of Hazel.„ Mrs. Modena
Feb. 4. Members brought food Thornton with her daughter
for a family meal and bir- and son-in-law of Lansing,
thday gifts for Mrs. Gibson. Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. Earl

Ferguson, Mr. .and Mrs.
Marshall Gibson, Darien,
Kim,and Chad,all of Murray; _
Revo Groom of Buchanan,
Tn.; Mr.
Mrs.
Reynolds and Eric of Van.
dyke.

Mrs. Ella Gibson ri
Tn., celebrated her 10th birthday Oa Fabniarrjjd was
honored with two special
_events._
_

--Sorority-members from all
over the state of Kentucky will
gather on the Teansytvania
University
campus
in
Lexington on Sat., Feb. 25 for
;the, annual Panhellenic State
Day.
College
women
representing Greek letter
sororities from ten schools
will attend a day of speeches
and seminars to discuss topics
_ of intereAt In -Greek
organizations.
Lexington Mayqr James
-Amato-,an alumnus of Transy,
will greet the Panhellenic
gathering along with Transylvania University President
William W. Kelly and Mary
Vaughn Redmon, president of
the local Panhellenic Council.

The featured speaker for the
Miss Kathy Sue , Jackson,
day will be Kenneth Potter of
Ritter
&
Associates, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
A surprise party staged by
Columbus, Ohio who is Bennie Jackson, and Bob
her neighbors was held on
director of Operation Greek. Hargrove,son of Mr. and Mrs.
—
Mr. Potter specializes in T. C. Ha'rgrove, Were married
Friday. Feb-. 3.
providing educational in a winter wedding with Bro.
workshops and advice to Dennis Rogers of Boaz officiating at the candlelight
fraternities and sororities.
The afternoon sessions will ceremony read as the wedding
center on the relationships party assembled around the
between Panhelienie Councils fireplace of the Murray
and other entities: faculty and Woman's Club House.
The pianist, Mrs. Calvin
a dinrittiOn
National
Panhellenic Council; non- Key, played several selections
Greeks; the community; preceding the ceremony, and
Inter-fraternity Council; and accompanied Mrs. Ray
rushing new members. Many. Broach and Miss Gale Broach
speakers will participate in as they sang a selection of
the afternoon sessions in- songs including "If," "More,"
cluding faculty, staff, and and "Sunrise, Sunset." Don
students from Transylvania Jackson, uncle of the bride,
and. Mrs.:
,Maggie • Lehr Of pla,ying his guitar,- piing
Munice, Ind., who was "AnniO Song," and 'then
recently named as Area "Love Me Tender" as the
Advisor for Kentucky and bride and groom lit the unity
Indiana by the National candle at the close of the
ceremony.
BIRMINGHAM, Al. — Ann Panhellenic Council.
, The fireplace was flanked
'Paschall, granddaughter of
on either side by spiral and
Barney Paschall and Mrs.
tree candelabra decorated
Maggie Paschall of Murray,'
with baskets ofpink and white.
hasbeen elected "Miss FreshWEEMS GIRL
daisies and springerii. The
man" at Samford _University. Mr. and Mrs. Ron Weems,
mantle was centered with a
Miss Paschall, daughter of 3611 Naylor Drive, Memphis,
large arrangement of white
ktr. and Mrs. George Paschall 'Tn., announce the arrival of mums, pink carnations, and
ofNdhvillè, Tn., was elected' their adopted daughter, pink
daisies.
Candles
tti• the honor by members of-Niç9le5,at -their home • surrnunded. ,bythe freshman class.
on Thursday, Feb. 2 She"Was _ leaves lit each window. The
A human relations major at born Dec. 16, 1977, and
family seats were marked by
Sarnfor_d,she is a_graduate of weighed six pounds six ounwhite satin bows.
Nashville's Pearl High School. ces.
Bride's Dress
Samford,
with
an - They have one adopted.son,
The bride, escorted by her
enrollment of 3,900, is Chad, age four.
father, was lovely in her gown.
Mr And Mr's. Rib tl&geove
Alabama's largest privately
Grandparents are Mr. an of peau de soie overlayed in
supported
college
or Mrs. Melvin Weems, Bonne
Mark
Jackson,
brother of the various relishes. Trays of
chiffon. The sweetheart
university and fourth largest Terre, Mo., and Mr. and
neckline, cuffs, and waistline bride, and Don Hargrove reheese with an assortment of
of the nation's 43 Southern Mrs. Henry Hargis, Murray.
were accented with lace ap- served as ushers and can- crackers, sausage ballt and
Baptist
colleges
and
e JaW4UdJIitaWereSerVed.;
Agues,
and hand sewn peach •dielighWA- be.we11
•
- universitteit:
burgundy tuxedoes with pink
Each table was covered
aNtned
the
skirt
above
a
Wide
FILLING
SANDWICH
It's back by popular demand!
carnation boutonnieres.
with
white satin cloths with a
ruffle
sweeping
to
a
chapel
Did you imow that cottage
You enjoyed it so much last year, we've brought it
-The bride's mother, Mrs. deep flounce that draped to
train.
The
gown
.was
designed
cheese. combined with hardFee Correct
back—Jerry's Super Shrimp Sale.
bride and fashioned -by Jackson, wore a formal.gown the floor.Smalllablescovered
cooked eggs makes a good • by the
of
heather
green
and
centered
quiana
acwith.white
cloths
Mrs.
George
Holland.
For Nit $2.85, you get a giant helping of 21 golden-fried
sandwich filling? Combine
Her headpiece featured lace cented with lace insets in front with crystal candle holdres
shrimp,a hearty serving of french fries,a dish of our
four hard-cooked eggs,
and on the cuffs. Mrs. containing pink candles
• savory cole slaw,and hot dinner roll and butter.
chopped, with one and one- appliques and pearls matHargrove,- mother of the surrounded by burgundy
So come on in for lunch or dinner. Enjoy the $2.85
half cups of cottage cheese, ching her gown with a boufDay or.Right
Wor- fant, fingertip veil. Her only groom, was. attired in A velvet bows from which the
tablespoon'
one
•
Super Shrimp Sale,at Jerry's.
heather blue • quiana_ formal guest could be seated to _have,
cestershire sauce, two jewelry was a cameo
gown. Both wore cOesageS of the refreshments.
teaspoons _prepared mustard necklace, a gift from the
Cara Mia roses.
• -• .
The Overall scene was
groom.
She
Carried
a
bouquet
Courtesy
one-half
and one and
Mrs.
Doris
Jackson, • further enhanced by the fire in
of
Cara
Mia
burgundy
roses,
seasoned salt.
teaspoons
t
o LES
:
paternal grandmother of the
Blend thoroughly and, chill pink carnations, and baby's bride,And Mrs. Alma Cooper, the stone, fireplace. The
MO:
reception was ,directed _by
breath.
As
she.
entered
the
111010/0.1r
several hours before using.
bride presented her mother maternal grandmother of the Mrs. L. B. McDaniel.
After the reception the
with a rose, and after the groom, wore corsages of
couple left for a short wedding
ceremony she gave a rose to carnations and daisies.
Offer good 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. Through March 28, 1978
The wedding was directed trip and are now residing on
her new mother-in-law:
South 12th.Street
Murray Route One.
Serving as matron of honor by Mrs. George Holland.
was the bride's only sister,
Reception
ar.
Mrs. Patricia Ward, who was
The reception was held
attired in a dusty pink formal
Don't waste time wondering about a fast way to get
gown, accented by a caplet of immediately following the
your bearings. Call me—your WELCOME WAGON Hostess.
floral
print, sweeping nearly wedding in the downstairs
time.
pressed
for
you're
When you've just moved,
room of the club house.
to
the
floor
in the back.
bring
informationI
business
community
and
And the gifts,
The bride's -table was
Thru 3/9
money.
time
and
family
save
your
will
The bridesmaids were Miss
Let me hear from you soon.
Kathie Broach, Miss Sandra elegant with a center
BARBARA JANE BOOKMAN.
7:20,9:05 + 2:30 Sun.
Stark, Miss Theresa Dover, arrangement of bridal pink
HER DADDY OWNS THE TEAM.
and Miss Joan Fuqua, cousin roses and pink and white
SHE CAN PLAY WITH THEM
of the bride. They were carnations In a crystal cake
ANY TIME SHE WANTS TO,
stand
with
hurricane
lamps
-----identically attired like Mrs.
Kathryn Outland_713-3079
Cathryn Garrott_753-7309 .
containing pink candles on
Ward.
TIME MAGAZINE
Each of the attendants either side. The lamps were
carried a nosegay of Cara Mia surrounded with pink and
'"The Goodbye Girl'
white daises.
wAho
bakli w*ai
AC*-21
roses and pink carnations.
The four-tirered bride's
Little
Miss
Tammie
Is a joyous comedy —
Jackson, cousin of the bride, cake, made by Mrs. J. B.
just what the doctor ordered.
was the flower girl and Was Dover, had a square bottom
We are pleased to anseparated
twice
layer
and
was
Neil Simon makes
identically attired like the
nounce that Sheila Watwith Grecian pillars. A dainty
other
attendants.
She
carried
feeling good legal..."
son. bride-elect of Dwain
a white wicker basket and white fountain containing a
Baldr_idge, has selected
GENE SHAW NBC Tv
cherub
and
surrounded
by
a
dropped rose petals along the
her China. Potterv and
white garden fence decorated
aisle.
RICHARD DREYFUSS
Crystal from our comThe groom was attired in a -one of the layers. The theme of
plete bridal registry.
MARSHA MASON
'burgundy full length tail coat hearts and cherubs was used
minvicialt/CIL.......sou= mum
Sheila and Dwain
decorating
each
in
tier,
and
with matching sash and
Hit!REYNOLDS • ERN IRISTOYFERSON
will be married March
trousers. His boutonniere was the cake was topped with a
JILL CLITBURBE
25. 1978.
trimmed
lace
heart
and
a Cara Mia rose centered
cherubs. Fresh flowers of
within a pink carnation.
Larry Geib served as best bridal pink and Cara Mia
man for the groom. Stanley, roses and daisies were used in
Clayton, Ronnie, and Don decorating the cake.
121 By-Pass
Punch, nuts, and cake were
Hargrove, brothers of the
Late Show Fri. 11:40
WI WI W
PC.4.71
.,11
groom,served as groomsmen. served by Mrs. Clayton
Adult Entertainment
Hargrove, Mrs. Ronnie
Hargrove, Mrs. Stanley
18 Or Over Only
Hargrove, Mrs. Jerry Fuqua,
Julia Fuqua, and Mrs. Kenny
Paschall. Crystal and silver
appointments were used.
The groom's table was
centered with two three
branched
candelabra
decorated with pink and white
carnations and pink candles.
A carrot cake,a favortie of the
groom, was made by the
bride's aunt, Mrs. Wade
Halley, and was decorated Thru Thur.
with a rolling pin. This was
served with coffee from A
[7:25,9:05 +
2:30 Soo.
silver coffee service.
The feast table was centered
If You Loved "Tunnelvision"
with a lazy susan containing
Held Over

SUPER
SHRIMP
SALE
Is

Miss Paschall

Named,Honor

TIME and
TEMPERATURE

DIAL 153-6363

RESTAURANTS

Get a headstart
in your new town.

1Viconitir

"ONE OF THE BEST
PICTURES OF THE YEAR."

at

TOUGHn

The Slion)case

4

4

Four Great Movies
Guaranteed
To Make You Smile!!

it "Groove Tube" You'll Love
Ky. Fried Movie

This movie is
totally
out of

control

7:15,9:20 + 2:30Son--]

Wa
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SAL„

FIELD
'Finding the one you love.
is lirlding

yourseit

4
•,^

HER0I5
"Fashion, Quality and Reasonable Prices!"
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1\cRL-, k1 11111 1100
1 0

• Next Door To University Book Store
•
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1Decut
By Abigail Van 13

ChlvatrYs-Alive
At This Airport
DAR

Friday, February 17
Dr. James McKeever,
assistant professor of music at
Murray State, will present a
piano recital at the Recital
Hall Annex of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, MSU.

.
11
.
Li I

se .

WP

Monday,February BO
Quarterly meeting of the
Blood Rive.ational
WMU has
- leen re.cdalsd
for ten a.m. to noon at the Elm
G
Baptist Church. Kaief%"
Husslng will be speaker.
_

National-Secretaries
Chapter Changes Meec,

Special screening clinic for
Monday,February 211
hypertension '(high blood
Murray Postoffice will be
pressure) will be held at the
closed due to national holiday,
Calloway County Health
George Washington's birDepartment from eight a.m.
thday.
to4:30 p.m.

ABBY: To all those cynics who say that everyone
The regular February tified Professional
is out for himself, I would like to relate,'the following
Secretary
meeting of. The National (CPS) Program which
incident: is
4
Secretaries Association
Over the . Thanksgiving holiday I visited some
sponsored bx NSA.
(
InternationalTbeen
has
.
PAINTINGS EXHIBITED—The Bank ot Murray is curren- --out-of-state friends. At the airport for my flight home, the
County
Calloway
It should be an interesting
Twin Lakers Good aim
rescheduled for bleed"'Feb
fly. exhibiting the paintings of Randy Thurmond in the
limousine driver dropped me foff at the wrong airline
Association for _ Retarded
' -presentation, said Mrs. Anita
:entrance;Which wars long walk from the right airline. I Camping Club will have a Citizens will meet 'in the - lobby of the bank's main offices downtown. Thurmond,27' at 7:°° P'nk an the ceert'Thomas, CPS, chapter
had thlbe liehVy suitcases and I-Val-getting very, very dinner meeting at the Seven auditorium of
room of the Callaway Coutq_president,. because both nonpictured with some of his paintings, has been painting
Spetfal
MC
-Wed.'pegged far a_ momentto adjust my suitcases when a Seas Restaurant at seven P.m.
Courthouse, says a 3-8-4—Lrss
for 3',2 years and his subjects include landscapes, still life,
arid CPS.s will be inyoung.man about my.age(27 or 28) carhe along, took the with J. B. and Jo Burkeen and Education Building, Murray
Members should
and
spokesman.
most
recently
University,
at 7:30 p.m.
wildlife. He is a graduate of Calloway
volved and will express their
two heaviest ones and asked, "Where to?"
C. W. and Dot Jones as State
and
date
of
change
the
note
County High School and has attended Murray State
feelings for and against the
I told him, but in my cynical heart,' Abby,1 kept praying wagonmasters.
place for this meeting.
Theta Department, Murray
University. His parents are Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Thurmond
that he didn't run off with my suitcases. •
program.
The program entitled "CPS
We chatted as we walked, and he told me that in his
of Murray Route One. The public is invited to view this
Members are encouraged to
Kentucky
Ragtime • Woman's Club, will have a
include
a
on Trial" will
giara_.tinie_lse-oonsee- to the airport just itcritelppeople. t Weekend with concert tonight dinner meeting at-the club
exhibition during banking hours between now and Feb.
bring guests to the meeting,
simulated court room trial
most admit that I became a bit suspicious. After all, how '
28.
especially secretaries who
will be held at Kenlake State house at 6:30.p.m.
with NSA members assuming
_MinlY.Peeplallo.yon-find today who do that-kind of thing? flatpara.
may be interested in the CPS
-When we reached my .gatel he set my suitcases down, .
the roles of legal counsels and program, but not
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
necessarily
- and said cheerily,-"Have a nice flight." Then he quickly
procedures,
room
using court
interested
joining
in
NSA, a
.
Happy Holiday Travel,Inc., the Health Center, North 7th
,
• walked off before I even had the time to say.'
thus making the presentation
spokesman said.
When flnWvned on me that all this fellow Wsvanted-15°11tShow will continue attar and Olive, at seven p.m.
realistic trial on the Cer7
was to help people,.1 felt ashamed Of
for being West Kentucky Livestock and
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
suspicious7—
_ Exposition Center from our to
_
.
and Accepted Masons will
Abby, I'm not so naive as to think that everyone who te4R- m.does staltatbiuttior others doss-it-out,ofXhir-goodisestrof-his
meet at the lodge hail at 7:30----- -Sunday, FehnTwirs a very
-11i. Bill Williams itielati
-•
,heart, but it's nice to know that there are still somakf2ple
•
special day for Mrs. W._ P. with announcements.
Band Festival for Ken- p.m.
WOrkr-Who
TheiiiierVis.
--Williams of 112 dreenacres The group, numbering. SO:
tacky's First District will
.
Bluegrass State CB Club
Drive, Paris, Tn., as she went to the Avalon for a buffet
": •_continue at Murray State
MANCITSTEIt
'
l
University Lovett auditorium. will meet at the hall over observed her 85th birthday dinner. The U-shaped table
DEAR MANCHESTER:I don't want to diseeerarin
s
ed
ii
Wallis Drug at 7:30,p.m.
and was honored throughout was centered with a low
deeds, but Good Samaritans who make a habit of
Saturdi
the day by her family, arfangetnent - of spring
around airports-to "help" people could find themselves in
Ragtime __ Calvary Temple will hve a
Kentuck_y
.
rIlatores and friends.
. _Rowers, DutdUcis, daffodils,
Will continue at benefit supper at the citKith
For example-rimy some grateful traveler forces a dollar 4Weekend
The la began with most of daisy mums and fern.
or two on Good Saniariten, he (Good Stun) is in violation -of —Kenlake State Resort Park with serving to start at sir - her family-attending With her - Bryant Williams was
1st
with workshops and programs p.m. Price will be $1.50 for at the First Presbyterian master of ceremonies and
working at the airport without a license or union
membership, for which skycaps pay a pretty penny. Also, all day and a concert at night. adults and 75 cents for Church, Paris, where she was read some high points in the
whether a_Good Samaritan-helps-people for fun or profit, inLarge Selection Hardback Books
children under twelve.
recognized in various ways. life of the honored guest and
effect be'A oanipeting with those. who 3,elp"! people fora
Good Citizen's luncheon by
_
TI
-pastor,
humorous
later
childhood
Harry
the
Rev.
Price or Less
IMni
Tuesday,February 21
" the Captain Wendell Oury
Flowers named some of her memories were exchanged.
' Chapter of the DAR will be
Good Shepherd United many church activities,
Bibles& Reference
Her children present were
DEAR ABBY: Res_ently there have been letters in Your
held at noon at the Murray Methodist Church Women will places she had filled from Percy and Bryant Williams of
Inspirational & Poetrs
- column from.kill people who resented having strangers
Woman's Club House.
have its call to prayer and self ,time to time and J. _.13,,,..Paris.
hildren s Books
mention'their height.•
,
•c denial program at the home at---WBrUCe,clerk of the session, Herrinann of Chicago, Ill,
Sports
-4----i-trachrgentlentetrietelstrWW ei,S 6 --feirreinihen
Cookbooks
the serZi
someone would ask hirri how tall. he was,
on
e.ssage to her from Mrs. Vyron Mitchell Sr.'
say, "I'm 5 - Chapter Mof PEO will have Mrs. Lee Lassiter at one p.m. reada
its Founders Day program at
leet, 19 inches."
.
Decorating& Antiques
Fulton, James C. Williams of
twelve noon at the Triangle
One woman who was told that said, "Good heavens, I
Ellis Center will be open
Her son Dr. Ernest Williams Murray and Dr. Williams. Lee
Nature& Animals
have sworn you were over six feet tall!"
Inn.
from ten a.m.to three p.m. for of Cincinnati, gave the sermon Williams of Memphis,
Classics & Nosels
Tn..
A.B.-IN KITEMI7LA'. •
activities -b7- the -Senior: ot • the • day and her:.great- •vias ill, and usable to attend.
Boat Show by Happy citizena with ác lunch at grandson, David Williams- of She has 23 grandchildren and
DEAR A.B.: Thanks for giving my tall readers a_ short' Holiday Travel,
New & Used Paperbacks 3/SI"
Inc., will noon and band practice at one Jackson, Tn., played the 23 great-grandchildren.
course in how to handle that rude queRtion.
Used Hardbacks 1'
continue at West Kentucky p.m.
organ. - Three other family
pr.esent
Each family
Livestock
Exposition
and
' CONFIDENTIAL;TO MUST KNOW IN KENTBeRY:
membersBill,Cindy and Julie' received a book of poems
All Nee. Record Albums' Pr,ce
Center from fbur te ten p.m.
Dexter-Senior Citizens
The only state that`permits marriage at age '13 is New
Williams' were in the choir written by4Ars. Williams.
All used Albums 75' each
meet at the Dexter Center at that for this day sang Mrs.
Hampshire: And five states-New York, South Carolina,
Mrs. Williams Writes the
All Greeting Cards 'i price
Texas,Alabama and Utah-and the Virgin Islands permit
Band Festival will continue -9-10am
Williams' favorite hymns.
column, "Down -The Garden
753-7222
marriage at age 14.
Court Square, Murray
at Murray State University.
-..
Another -son
Bryant Path" which appears in
Murray Assembly No. 19 Williams was Jiaberbig and. Murray Ledger & Tunes.
Order Of the Rainbowliii Girls
Saturday, February;18
will meet at the Masonic Hall
seven p.m.
at
Murray Shrine Club will
have its dinner and social
Music Department of
meeting at theTriangle Inn at
Woman's Club is
Murray
6:30 p.m.
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.

Mrs. W. P. Williams Is
Honored 85th Birthday

Boolmard3
Anniversary Sale

1/2

mk

Murray TOPS Club will
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 F.
meet at Health Canter at
&A. M. will meet at the Lodge
seven p.m.
Hall at seven p.m.

.y
the green door'llitie
Dixieland Center

alestavt Street

You are invited to see our unique
collection of burled chests and hand carved tables and desks from the Mainland
of China. Each piece is a handcrafted
work of art in Teak and Rosewood
created by Artisans who learned their
skills from many past generations of
talented Chinese craftsmen.
Some have sold brass trim, some are
hand carved with Camphorwood, velvet
or silk lined drawers, each a masterpiece
for any home, reasonably priced.
Come by soon.

Open 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church Women will
have a chili supper at the
church at sir p.m: No charge
but donations will be accepted.
Sunday,February 19
Boat Show by Happy
Holiday Travel, Inc., will be at
the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center from
one to six p. m. For information call 753-8890.

Senior Adult meeting will be
held at the Fellowship Hall of
the First Baptist Church at
twelve noon. A potluck lunch
will be served and Margaret
'rrevathan will be in charge of
the program.

mk

MAR-KEL

IGHTING OUTLET STORE
IS HAVING AN END OF

Luncheon Planned
At Country Club

The women of the Murray
Country Club will have its
Rita Reasons Pawlawski, ladies day luncheon on
Dyersburg, Tn., will present a Wednesday, Feb. 22, at noon.
clarinet recital at two p. m. in
Reservations should be
the Old Recital Hall of the made by Monday, Feb. 20, by
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center, calling Mrs. Darold Keller,
Murray State University.
753-9263, or Mrs. Gene
McCutcheon, 753-7650, acMonday,February 20
Regular meeting of NSA has cording to Mrs. Richard R.
been changed from today to Cunningham, luncheon
Monday, Feb. 27, at seven chairman.
p.m. in the court room of the
Also assisting as hostesses
Calloway County Court House. will be Mesdames Don Keller,
James C. Hart, C. C. Lowry,
Bobby Fike, David Carr,
Bailey Binford, Newell
Knight, Ken Purcell, Harold
McReynolds, and Frank A.
Stubblefield.
Bridge is scheduled at 9:30
a.m. with Mrs. Stanford
Hendrickson and Mrs. Stuart
Poston as hostPcsPs.

I O M)
$10" '

nor

•

Junk Car Clean Up

The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees
Are Collecting
Old & Junk Cars

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Carson Dayley of
Murray has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.

MISS YOUR PAPER?
laboalbors

The tar Drive will start this Saturday and ends on
Sunday March 12th.

Cars Are To Be Donated!
No Charge For Pick-Up

am Re
iiiiidailver.41

Nay of Ilia likawy Lodger
llaies by 5:30 pm. Illeaday
Friday or by 3:35,.s. ow Sow
days WO lord to WI 753-1516
bosworie S:311 p. a. lad 6
Ilarisy-IMINT, or 3116 p.m
sad 4p. Satarlisys, fa lasors
Man d rawspapar. cas.
wist blipped by 6 p.s. use
-*Iiii-4puiCisimodays
gotranteollidtwory.

W V

SALE ENDS SUNDAY
Fantastic buys in our end of winter stock sale. All sizes,
styles and colors brighten up your home for 'A the cost.
We have a fabulous selection in this group of lamps.
This savings plus our every day low prices.
We a!se have many decorator items for the home:
Mirrors, mirror graphics, pictures, wicker and many
more.
MANUFACTURED LOCALLY AND SOLD NATIONALLY

LAKEWAY VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER
Store Hours: 10 A.M. Til i P.M. Mon. thru Sat. — Sunda v 1 P.M. Til

P.M.

I
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Looking Back

Opinion Page

,
a

10 Year,Age

End The
Coal Strike

An average of $44.22 per one hunderd
pounds has been repented for die
-Setion
-Ii sale of dark Tired tobacco on
the Murray Market.
Deaths reported Joe Carson, age 60,
Vernie Turner, age 27, and Mrs.
Bascom Wilkerson, age 72.
Mr. and Mrs. Norton Foster of Hazel
Rout one will observe their 60th
wedding anniversary on Feb. 25 with a
reception at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
L. J. Hill.
Richie Williams, 11 year old son of
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Williams is pictured with his eight squirrels on a
recent hunt in the "Fins`n Feathers
Friends" column written by Lee
In high school basketball games
Lowes beat Calloway and Fulton City
beat University High. High scorers for
each team were Larry Hill for Lowes,
larrell Cleaver for Calloway, Harris •
and Williams for Fulton, and Nelson :Waldrop for University High: _
_
.
-

•

Lights are being dimmed. penalties were excessive and
Factories throughout the the proposed health 'care plan
Midwest are in danger of being wasn't generous enough.
closed down -1n Ohio, Indiana - - Labor 'contracts can't- be
and Pennsylvania, thousands of negotiated in newspaper
workers_are on- the verge. of editorials But it's ..obviOttlY
being sent-hoine.eritieal to the needs-- of all
Why?
concerned for the union to
the. nation:4 mend its internal splits, sit
Because
unionized coal miners have down with the mine owners at
been on-strike for 10 weeks and President Carter's invitation
:.are apparentlxotrillitig to stay and hammer out a new conout until spring if they don't get (rid.
the contract they want from the
An emergency now exists iii
20 Years Ago
• mine operators.
the Midwest. Before it'gets any,
. It *, in short, a hellish worse, the strike must end.
The city of Hazel has been withont
- situation. It threatens to cripple 1-:-waiee-sinee-eight-p;m7.-yestertisy when
.4tehleje's'
'Angle
By LowELL ATCHLEY
the economy, the state of Sitting In Theltayoes Office
a main located behind the Hazel School
:Kentucky and the entire Middle
burst the day before. The pumps were
-,Westy- the industrial hub-of
stspnedlastnightto allow the mains to
run dry so that the breaks. could be
America. Asa result, the nation
.
repaired.
_
general
may be-dragged into a
Deaths reported include Mrs. Solon
1
0
-:-recession unless some _way is
Higgins and Mrs. J. R..LRobe Mae)
to get the 165,000 Striking
7 Willisins: age 44.
•.•
s
Pvt. William B. Tabers, son of Mr.
nbers•-of-the--Uniled Mine
-mayermetetirs;tenty - - tnie ofinostcity ernployteS. _WiwkIng
WorketrBlierto-their jobe--- ird Kind" in.beits greina
er vin aendthe
atest
tiontan
-tas
camey derground military eater ti&re we afid"""
1""aberik"reeentlY
. KintratOf- -Tat -thr-atty-is a tittte-dfffkrant-than—-Thwngtii
working for private business, because film of all times, surpassing both "Star pick up the conversation of a major and completed the dental assistant's course
What's more, the strike may Rex Billingtori, a city employee of 31
and -"Close Encounters of the his subordinates. "We know they're at Broke Army Medical Center, Fort
:soon work even greater hard- years,I attempt to collect my thoughts the worker is always on display and
pays five cents in taxes
years
of
everm_te
who
onl
about_the_death_oinman
imagination
-here. Our radar indicated strange.tiny_ Sam Houston, Texas.
---"'ships-by-threatening-the- SOttreeancv Faye Batzell, sophomore at
criticize.
right
to
Sometimes
feels
the
very
act
of
The
out
attack.
heart
not
,_ agefrom a
long ago.
flying objects throughout the country,"
-11----of•energyk to .F4Pat
Kirksey
C0914
High School has received a $24
but
4.4Ved
this
citY
-of
..Critici4P1
-0
eaaher
a
Preasure
,
subordinate
tells
the
the
major.
serving:A*1
What do 1.31 S. Savings
'
-in-on a sneak
bond -for- writing the--P!'e4tbeev+4441**Pfts
households.
run
h
o
M
e
S
n
d
:
food
a
sometimes
all
of
the
'facts
lie
noi
---mostaertainly
years
government
for
31
,
you 'suggest We dof"
.
„makelivizzsuiLlit must
,7 1957 Soil Conknown, or the criticism goes beyond preview of the film recently and.when it
t
:. At this point, it's clear that contributed to Rex's early demise, and
waligatt-attt-gga-dlw
•elts
-ansi-water ner Amy
sftriatibira1lrfor71/Zar
arettiffitttravioraihrzire•totanotts
--vh
-g•thr
find out”• :eic&aorolnad meastiliis in-rifs —
theater lobby we were so amazed and
placest OUT of 186 essays submitted
employees
try
to
do
the
best
job
they
corngrtat
of
this
are
citizens
who
strange
phenomena
doesn't
But
the
:be taken by the states and
we had to stand and
in her district.
can, and they very seldom get a pat on dumbfounded thatadjust
otifselves back remain quiet. The movie takes us from
gaze
at
the
sky
to
AY'
'
'
give
-federal government LO
In high school basketball games
what
word;
nitrstly,
a
kind
This man served as a member of the the-back-or
encounter
to
another.
People
across
one
Almo
beat Hazel and South Marshall
- -immediate relief to power-short work force who make their living by the the city,employee hears it negative.-reality.
-'
*
the nation are being zapped by the
The film.is called "1040!"and isset in . strange 1040 spectre. Mental hospitals beat New Concord. High scorers were
-areas
-Tareas.. Indiana ,Gov. Otis ,,,sweatofthe bow and .the calloused_ ., ,I believe_the moral for all.of us,and!
, owett-,----fie=---eicample- - acted 2:jiaint:4*Wof-as who shuffle- paper and -certainly-do-notexclude myeeltrie4hat- - --a small midwestern-town not Unlike - report an increase
- - 43
Occupancies.—iamb and Furgersort-with
Waters with 17 for Hazel, York with 21 aing thit_stiWg .- - rtin off .at the' mbuth all day .sliould ----we should - be kind and - Vetireecnia -- - -Muncie, Ind, the setting for "Close Toliceare puzzled over a'bizarre
wisely_ii
for South Marshall, and Willoughby
to
whenetrer possible:when,someone does Encounters." The plot of "1040!" is crease in suicides: --not
only
respects,
our
to
p
i
t
y
tt
h
a
is
use
-National Guard_ Tuesday to
t to all in this community a good-job tell them so and-pass out similar trtainiiih-mash of "Star Wars"
Millions of ifeople begin trekking- with 20-for New Concord.
escort truclts hauling non-union -who man,& lte-mundane, everyday, work.. - tomplimeilts as frequently as ,lig "Clese..Encountere' With _A. Etle towaiT1
Washington. ."
.2001 -- A Space Oddessy thrown.in - The tferd'of the movie is a pert tithe
. -coal
. . to assure their - that makes.it possible for all of Us t4 criticism. After all, we all have to live
_ order
.. in
It begins-with the -camera focused janitor who works nightscleaning up an
30 Years Ago— - :sate. arrival at electric enjo ry the highest standard of life that - -in ibis conunwuty, add- with,e tittle
high
above the earth peering down at underground level of the Internal
place
to
could
nicer
effort_we
make
it
a
•
of
mankind,
the-history
-:generating plants. Gov.- Julian has occured in
As. au.-eerie Revenuea Serviceiesaf
- ht live, not only in appearance but in our - -the lights of a life-you ribg
Arrangements hive been.completed
t.
inagtohne
should
do likeviise, if for highest standard of
.:Carroll
,
background
music
begins,
the camera
other.
We
with
each
relationship
for
that
is
living,
easy
i
read
to begin moving the hospital departas
it
well
just
intricate
necessary, i; protect - -the
discovers the culprit an the P
already have the best community and zooms closer to the city, and finally
most
ment of the Houston-McDevitt Clinic to
wha
amomtato
madness
• the heti
tons of coal that can't be
takesits viewers
ewers -down a Street to "ti - them
y n-the United $tates but we are
counti
goods
o gfar_
et that our
Too Often we forg°r
the Murray Hospital on March 15,
always open for-improvement------ -- -neat, lrams--housika4 the corfler 12th - putet in the nits
--.
•
are delivered and
according to Dr. Hugh Houston,
-*hipped -in- this state due to and
Let's all chip in and make Murray and Vine.
oftentimes
individuals
who
by
director of the clinic, and Cannon
nished
federal
The moth reaches its climax when
toying pickets. The
by trying to and Calloway County the best Of- all
The movie then switches to the inside the jadrar.,---dacoverger -Grahain, administrator of the hospital
government must exercise shorten their own life span particularly
possible wo Ids.
do a good job for all. This is
Harry I. Sledd of Murray, Cha'
of the house where a family of three made an , error in computing tax
:Similar urgency in seeing to it
of
the Happy Valley District, our
on
"Star
Trek"
watching
sits,
payment
carts
on
the
1040
form
and
•
C.Chili*
that supplies of electricity are
Sunday-School
Scout Council, was Master
television.
left everyone across the nation with the Rivers
.diverted
from other parts of the
of ceremonies at the annual ap- The husband turns to his wife and Impression they- -woidd -have to. pay
• 13Ased on tar.n rnadid -outlines produced 1.k he Conimdtee on
preciation dinner held by the district at
Country.
says, "Honey, what did we get in the more taxes.
Lesson the UndOnll Series and permoodon
mail today?"
It all comes to a halt when millions of the Murray Woman's Club House last
Even at best, however, these
night.
She pauses, gulps, and turns to their people surround the building and
stein are only stopgap
Deaths reported rWlude Mrs. Joe
go in the kitchen demand to see the culprit. Wheeled out
"Jotamy,
son,
young
Measures and do not Solve the
and bring the mail to Daddy."
onto Ore street, the computer (Aunt Lytha) Garland.
:basic problem. The bargaining
Robert Glin Jeffrey of the Murray
. Johnny runs into the kitchen and apologizes, and not unlike the space
High School Tigers and son of Mr. and
dead-lock must be broken and
_finds a-hand to.of letters-on the table- men in "Close .Enenuntnrs,". the
letters, an tomputer appears very friendly.
Mrs. GIin Jeffrey, has been named as a
The Miners -must get back to
It is so encouraging to learn that lie begins opening One of the document.
Psalm 84:1-1:
member of the All-Western Kentucky
10
white,
legal-looking
movie
will
end
on
a
It
seems
the
8
x
Work..
The writer of this psalm had a through true spiritual worship of God
he says, sweet note. No way.One of the hotheads Conference Basketball team.
1040,"
"Look:Daddy,
it
says
for
come
to
us
strength
will
adequate
to
eager
longing
passionate
zeal
and
But how?
waving the paper in the air. The dog in the crowd whips out a pistol and
return to Jerusalem, and to the sanc- every experience and exigency of life As the pressure grows, more
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Tubers Body
Shop, Inc.
--iday”
'Go To Chttrch 1ur

Randy Thornton Service Co.
A.canditimieg-seetilerCerronerciet Ikthiperesien

F

r
i Alner"I
PACAOrit

Word-Elkins

.1"J?
Hornet Mender Gremilwkeprimer
.
lingell
Top Quality Used GM
606 Coldwater Rd
Phew MIME

RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
403 Maple

Glen B. Sears, Gen. Manager

401 Olive - 7534312

Serviog Graves, Calloway, MorsinaN,(aisle Counties in ky sod
Now! . Teton.

753-4351 or 247-4350
eAtSeitotat

COMPLIMENTS

Paschall Truck Lines
753-1717

Rt. 4
Murray, Ky.

Serving Form Families Since 1931
Industria Rd

Murray Electric System

Tiny Tot
Day Care

• Calloway County'Soit.
Improvement Association

Phone 753-1713

West Ky. Rural Telephone

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
Phone 753-8181
802 Chestnut

[Maas To 5 Years
Kentucky licensed
6 36 a m - 5- 30 p.m.
723-190I
407N 12th

Cain-AMC

SIGNS
*759-1661

753 7921

641 Super Shell
Free Pickup 8 Delivery
Opini630.m Om 1 1 00 p
Sanday Open 00• no Close 10 00 p
Soak 1 itli Plane 753 9131

"FIREPLACE
SHOPPE

Olympic Plaza, Murray,Ky

753-4150
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Tiger Girls Rally for
pset iiibver La ersBy MIKE BRANDON - - -it was a very unfortunate
Ledger &Times Sports Editor thing she was injured but it
If Randy Newman ever gave us time to regroup,"
comes to Murray for a con- Fisher said.
"Thatgave me time to settle
cert, Rick Fisher wants to
make sure Newman comes our girls down. As soon as I
eada.epoUgh o. ate --J1.4440
could see the tenseness
basketball game.
Using what he called his wearing away. We went over
thingtA re..v.iere_ _SW
"short.peeple lineup," Fisher 41,11
watched his Murray High posed to do and I told them to
girls' basketball team come relax and go out and have fun.
up with an amazing last I told them if they could get
quarter comeback to stun within two points, we'd be able
visiting Calloway County 42-40 to pull it off."
But what pulled off the win
Thursday'night.
"They had us 4ieaten for was one llttle freshman girl
three quarters. It-iras their ngnied Natalie Garfield. The
'game all the way. We couldn't shortest'player- On the Hoer,
play with them and we were Garfield not only played
completely out of their league. superbly ,on defense but she.
Our girls had worked them- else looked like a seasoned
selves up so much before the veteran with her leadership
gatnelhey were just too ex- out front on offense.
times, she even-.f=rttad-to'play," said Fisher_ ...-_-__
After three quarters, went to the inside on the
Calloway County led 34-19 and defensive boards and with her
appeared_pn the verge of nuick hands, forced jump ball
winning with Ole same ease situations,, adding to the
they did when the teams first Lakers' frelltration.
met last month and the Lakers " -And-on the-fullcriurt press,
romped to a 58-30 victory at she was absolutely sensational
-as.she came up witiummerous
the Mal-Sports Arena.
But just four seconds into steals. And besides Garfield,
the fourth quarter, the game there was little. _Candy
ANYTHING FOR A REBOUND - Stephanie Wyatt of the takers is down on one knee along with
the
by
corner
the
in
grabbed
Laker forward Jackson, anothei freshman
being
changed.
is
which
WI
loose
a
for
battle
o Tiger who is blocked out in a
Dawn Redden was injured and whose steal antilayup-sealed a
outstretched hands of Felicia Pinner. Also watching are Tanya Alexander (30) and Dawn Redden
had to be carried from the win Tuesday at Mayfield.
(24).
gymnasium on, a,.stretcher Little did she know but she'd
I Staff Photos h Mika Brandon)
after she received a knee do the saine-iliine-agitin Ter'
injury. There was a break in the second time in 48 hours.
After Redden was carried
action for about 20 _minutes
-the mar,-p arresuln
Tonya
freshman
seemingly had all the with
short
the
woof
Alexander,not
it.
lost
they
goingi
momentum

Alexander pulling down 16 and
to one point with 56 seconds
12. For the Lakers,
Simmons
left by scoring from inside.
had 11 rebounds.
Wyatt
delay
a
into
went
Murray then
It was an extremely
game but with 13 seconds left,
scoring attack for
balanced
walked.
Simmons
Catherine
and oddly enough,
both
teams
But just five seconds later, she
neither team had a player in
redeemed herself by indouble figures:, _
tercepting a pass.
"I really think the whole
was fouled on the
Simmons
Then the frosh bomb
was Garfield,"
difference
play and made her first free
squadron unleashed its attack.
the second Fisher said. When she came
missed
She
throw.
Garfield made a free 'throw •
she really got after them
Calloway rebounded.
then Alexander hit four -111111—
a couple of big
got off a 23- and made
Winchester
Mimi
consecutive free throws
We had a four-guard
steals.
at the horn but the shot
before junior guard Jaina footer
offense and had only
far short of the mark and
Washer made two free throws fell
Alexander back inside to
had the win, their
with 4:10 left to make it a 36-32 the Tigers
and she certainly did
rebound
third consecutive triumph this
game.
a super job of that.
week.
With 3:43 left, Susie Imes
"Then when Garfield foured
"Dueiwtheextreme amount,
Becamel tEe second Laker
outin the final minute, we
of injuries we've had over the
guard to foul out in the period
Simmons in and of
brought
year,our girls got gun shy and
she played a key role in
(Rose Ross exited with 6:14
course
_lost _their aggressiveness._ in.
left) and -Glifflartriatte—twis-the win. Our freshmen players
quarter. With Mina
more free throws and it was the last
were just outstanding and of
Overbey
Renee
Todd out and
36-34.
Washer and Farrell
course,
just having had surgery last really gava-oia the leedershipMurraitia44he game with
hurt,
got
Redden
3:25 left when Marlene Farrell weeiiiivn
down the stretch,"
_ _ _ Fisher
flattened us," Laker
stole the ball and made a long it really
added.
said.
Davis
Marianne
coach
Calloway's girls are now 12.
crotkourt pass to Jackson
who scored.
"It sort of caused itii-elitrre--Ifir the season and will get a
Calloway finally broke its team to have a panic-type terribly tough test when they
drought with a bucket by reaction then with lines and host high-scoring Donna
Stephanie Wyatt with 1:56 left Ross out of the game and Sledge and Fulton County
to go _ahead 38-36 but the Pirinerloultng,oat in the final tonight at 6:30 p.m. un the first
Tigers tied it with 1:32 minute, it just took too much game of a twinbill. Sledge
showing as Washer again out of us," Davis added.
scored 34 points Tuesday as
made two free throws.
For Calloway County, it was the Pilots upset Lowes 57-55.
Murray took its first lead the same -old- -story. The
The Tiger girls better their
since a 7-6 second period edge Lakers won the game 36-20 season mark to 6-7 and will be
as Farrell hit one of two from from the field but from the at St. Mary Monday.
-tbe lthe before Jackson eagle
CallowayCAI/AWAY COUNTY
up with a steal and a drive for made just four of 14 while
Ils 1 Prl
Imes
two points to make it 41-38 Murray High was making n of Russ
•s 5 5
lax
-IF---a- IIPinner
-----.-ft,.,
32.
2 1 3 5
Wyatt
Calloway refused to fold and
It was an error-filled game Redden
-4 0 4 8
IcArn,Willie cut the Tiger lead that.found it fairly close for Miller
-1 1 0 3
Willie
most of the first half as the Wagoner
-1 o i 2
Bowling
-Totals
Lakers.- -led 19-IF-at-dB—
--aiessymisi
Standings
termission. But Calloway
a id lp
_Iff
i -5" 4 '1
Washer
came out and scoreil nine of Farrell
Magic TM
2 3 1 7
the third quarter's first 11 Griffith
Bowling League
a,• 2 0
2 5 3 9
Team
Alexander
lead
28-13
a
to
race
to
points
29
51
2 5 0 9
Sinunons
Dennison Hunt
SE
0 0 1 o
and the Lakers held the 15- Russell
Thurman Furniture . .
34
46
2 0 2 4
Peoples Bank
, point r,.ad until the injury to Jacks°,fl,
44% sv
1 3 5 5
'
Begot"Box
'?
1g
e
...1
/
-a.........-4..
. AA.mv
10 M 12 a
le---ttedden. '
'
Aturrailtxt
4IPA
Dixieland Center
Murray High outrebounded Calloway
42
4 15 15 6-40
Bank of Murray
n-ct
2 9
Paradise Kennel
a the* Lakers 46-31. with _Murray
people, hitting from inside
then little Garfield stole the
ball and scored on a drive.
That made --1-4-34-23 Laker
lead before Felicia Pinner
scored for Calloway County
safe 36-23
for a seemingly
-

Personality Beauty Shop
Rose's
Hawaiian Tropic

35
29

Jerry's.

WYATT VS. THE TIGERS - Stephanie Wyatt goes up for a rebound amidst ail the Murray High
players. Tigers in the picture are Marlene Farrell (20), Tony. Alexander (behind Farrell), Candy
Jackson (22), Natalie Garfield (10) and Joino Washer(12).

Junk Car Clean Up
The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees
Are Collecting
Old & Junk Cars

11"04
MARLENE FARRELL of the Tiger girls goes up for a shot as
Susie Imes (11) of the Laker: defends along with Felicia Pinner
who is hidden. In the corner is Melissa Miller (32) of the
Lakers.

High Team Game(SC)
Beauty Box
Peoples Bank
Beauty Box
High Team Game(MC)
Beauty Box
Peoples Bank
Rose's
High Team Series(SC)
Beauty Box
Thurman's
Peoples Bank High Team Series(SIC)
Thurman Furnitire
Beauty Box
,..
Dennison Hunt
High Intl. GSM(SC)
Ethelene mccolica
Wanda Brown
Sondra Rice
High Ind. Game(BC)
Ethelene McCallon
Vicki Humphrey
Wanda Brown
High Ind.Series(SC)
Wanda Brown
Sondra Rice
Lois Singh
High Ind.Serias(NC)
Wanda Brown
Verona Grogan
Sondra Rice
High Averages
Lois Smith
..—
Heseelrode
Pat
Marge Hinman
Wanda Brown
,
Sondra Rice
Ethelene McCune%
Mildred Hodge
Betty Parrish
Mary Harris
Debbie Hopper

_

44
46
47

MO
813
787
10X

ion
1004
2411
2234
2204
2963
2945
2877

. 193
188
186
22a
225
224
544
524
514

AV

The Singing Rambo's

643
633
626

One of America's Favorite Gospel Groups
Will Be In Concert
In Murray, Kentucky

. 165
163
162
160
158
155
. 155
. 155
149
148

Saturday, March 4th
at 8:00 p.m.
at the West Ky. Exposition Center
Advance Sale Tickets - Now On Sale at the West Ky. Exposition
Center and P.N. Hirsch in Olympic P1aza
All tickets $1.00 more night of singing

Speed Queen -THE WATER SAVER

$50°°
REBATE

The Car Drive will start this Saturday and ends on
Sunday March 12th.

Cars Are To Be Donated!
No Charge For Pick-Up
Speed OUeen Duality and
PLUS a 650 Factory
Savings
Water
Authorized REBATE on the pelf.

Who?
Has All Your Plumbing
Supplies & Needs
Why PICKENS Of Course!

Water Savings:
in compariSon. Speed Queen saves a whopping
8,268 gallons a year'(Based on a nationwide average
of 8 washloads per week.)
Number of Gallons Speed Queen SAVES EVERY YEAR
Compared to:
uses 4,058 gallons more than Speed Queen
Maytag
uses 5.907 gallons more lir Speed Queen
G0061111 Electric
uses 8,362 Gallons more tRin Speed Queen
Frigidaire
uses 9.028 gallons more than Speed Queen
Sears Kenmore
uses 13,978 gallons more than Speed Queen
Whirlpool

Featuring
Arcadia

AMERICAN
STANDARD

• Av gallons 0. *We, S•••••<1 yfl,P - S 2AW3

Across From New
City PARK

Marlene Ferrell leaps high in the
PUTTING ON PRESSURE
air to bat away a pass thrown by Mimi Winchester in the final
aisaitas of action in the Tigers' edit over the takers
(Stiff mud., by alitie Breeden)

Morris Refrigeration
506 South 4th

753-1205
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Racers Standing Third In OVC Meet

Junior High
Cage Results
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Leitmayr Shatters Mark
With 7-2 In High Jump

AT EAST CALLOWAY
Eighth Grade Girls
`Ilihrray
8 16 -12 17-53
East - - 11•
Murray (53) — Mobley 8,
Hood 9, Thompson 10, Rousse
8, Schanbacher 2, Burkeen 6,
Kelly 2, Fox 6, Swift 2, Smith
and Marshall. Murray shot 36
per cent from the field. Hood
had 12 rebounds to lead the
Tiger girls who end their
season with a perfect 8-0
record.
East ( 19) — LaDonitr
Overbey 13,Key 2,Childress 2,
Underhill, Hall, Green,
Eerndon, Cochran, Arnold,
Kirk, Houghton and Willoughby. The East girls are now 0-6
on the season and will host Big
Sandy at 6:30 p.m. Monday,
Southwest at 6:30 p.m.
Tuesday and will end regular
season -play with a 4 p.m.
game at North Cidlikellf-riett
Thursday.

Needless to say, Leitmayr again reached that height.
teammates were gathered sonal best of 51-02 and took
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor won first place in the event
He did no better than 6-6 the around the pole vault pit and sixth.
In the only other track final
When Bill Cornell has and that helped vault Murray rest of the year, indoor or adding encouragement. When
beside; tin .distanna,
someone on a full scholarship, State into-third place in the outdoor. He had hiii Leitmayr cleared 7-2, the
you can bet the athlete has standings after the first night scholarship reduced to a half people in the Minidome and all.. medley relay, the three-mile
of competition.
the Racer track team run found Murray's Brian
plenty of talent.
ride.
_
And such was the case when --Host East Tennessee has the
"It's been a fantast members. gave him-I,huge---1114w-finishing fgt,k.„ist ,
14:041ovation.
Axel Leitmayr came to lead as they ran up 42 points change in Ax," Cornell santThe Racers qualified six
The 7.2 height qualified
Murray State's track team while Middle Tennessee is "Rather than Lake a
last year as a freshman. With second with 28,t2 and Murray defeatist attitude after having Leitmayr for the National people in three of the
only a limited number of State third. _with__24_Poillts• half of his scholarship taken, Indoor Championships which qualification events. A mild
scholarships to give, Cornell Other scores include Austin he's knuckled down and really will be held next Month'iii-Surprlse came in the 600 whereMarshall trawley qualified.
handed out a full ride to the Peay 20, Western Kentucky worked hard. I'd say he's well Cobo Hall at Detroit.
Crawley, who came to the
While Leitmayr was winfrosh high jumper from 18, Eastern Kentucky 14, on his way to regaining the full
as a walk-on lest year,
team
distance
Racers'
fling,
the
Wjdefield, Co
,,-Techand
e_rinessee
ride," Cornell said.
upset. finished with a 113.95 and
was
medley
relay
team
But Leitma
Morehead3.
passed
at
6-6
and
Leitmayr
success last yea and thus, Oddly enough, it's the first when the bar was raised to 6-8, East Tennessee won the event became one of the six finalists
He
year for an indoor track he cleared on his first try. with a 9:49.3 with Austin Peay in the event.
lost half his scholarship.
_
Eighth-Grade-Bows-not
toward
giant
stride
facility
a
at Eait Tennessee and When the bar was upped to 6- second in 9:50.7 and Murray :Murray State qualified two
made
Murray
8 5 15 16-44
in the 880 with Pat Chimes
only regaining his full ride but it appears the Bucs are on. 10 again Leitmayr made it on third in 9:51.5.
East
4 12 6 9-30
the
one
of
Legs for the distance winning
also toward gaining some their way to winning the in- the first try,
-_natfutielmotdoor exposure 11 -door
Mimi*4443--- -Payne 4,
ation heats lei-4_144•24
ii
"
.th--e __ma ic 7_0 medley relay
-meet-this -3reer., Lititz Then
_
fitift
Boggess 4kwift 0, Schmaltz
xei Lettmayr: A N-ew.iar
set.a_new indoor _rects31...yearAtoreheadmovedinto.its -mark,,whieh* is -like a fow•-• - "ren with 1 54 5 in the and _Mitch Johnston ,‘ Tinning
18, McMillen 4;trooper, Pace;
new indoor facility and they minutø.mile on the collegiate 880, Mitch Johnston with a 50.2 the other in 1:54.7.
•
Thursday night
Hargrove 3, Murphy 2,
Mem qualified ttree in
Competing In . the Ohio hosted and won the ONC____Ieveh.Leitmayr agaiiveleared_ ithe quarter, Martl_lrewer
Alexanderand Swain. Murray
with a 2:58.8 in the three- the 1,000-yard run. Dave
Valley Conference Indoor Championships. Incidentally, the height the first time.
shot 52 per cent from the field
with Warren recorded a 2:13.65 to
Track and Field Chem- East Tennesiee finished last
On the next height the bar quarters and Jerry Odlin
withSchmaltz making eight of
win his heat while Dave
pionships at East Tennessee, Ill the outdoorchanirlionaniPa was moved up only a inch. On an anchor mile of 4:07.
11 shots. He also had nine
second in the
Leitmayr set a new stadium at Bowling Preen last May.
It was not our strohtest, Rafferty was
the first two tries, he missed.
rebounds. Murray Middle
with
a 2:14.1. Also,
same
heat
record. a new school record '
MSU 14
-Butthe third timeproved to be distance medley-teem,"
I itinaSe
ends its season with a 7-1
Brewer qualified by
and a new OVC record as he year and inmPed 6-8 in his
' the charm as he easily cleared Cornell said. "We had some Martyn
record, the best mark in the
cleared 7-2.
first indoor"-meet--He never-the-bar
—
rople we wanted-to try- winning his heat in 2:13,4.
histor*of MMS
Besides the qualifying
r
was
raisedby
qualify
with
the
Middle
Tenitestiee
.
Again,
Playing without leading
there--will--be other
events,
-to
Leitmayr and fell we could possibry gaTh
an
East (30)- Hill 2, Houston scorer Jackie Mounts, the boys Saturday then will have
tonight in which
held
events
missed on the first try but some extra points. So I wasn't
10, Hendon 1, Garrison 15, Murray State Lady Racers four home games next week,
•
the Racers are entered.
made
it
on
the
second
try.
He
really
too
displeased
with
the
Turley 2, 1361W8011, Hounshell, made a respectable showing- the first coming on Monday
Sigh Mini(Toiled)
Jerry (Alin Will be runningmade only one attempt at 7-3 effort," Cornell added.
Williams and Robbins. East's in dropping a 79-58 home against Western Kentucky.
MEMORIAL
at Fteiclland by five
the two-mile, Brewer and
BALLARD
in
the
field
and
barely
brushed
the
bar.
All
the
finals
... 46 33-79
eighth grade boys are now 2-4 contest Thursday night to Kentucky
Rafferty will run the mile and
FULTON COUNTY at Calloway County by three
. .ttw., meantime,
all of his- events were concluded , last
_Murray
. IL11-768
-for-the season. East will host_Kentucky.
--. • .
of-course thetidle-relay team
(-lenge 03unty at-HEAT21-bytwo
Everfon
Freshman'
,
When the teams had played. 'Kentucky (79)-Grigsby 5, • - Fancy Farm at FULTON CITY by eight
Big Sandy Monday night,
be in action.
Cornelius finished sixth in the will
Southwest Tuesday then will in Lexington, the Racers were Foothan 6, Oden 16, Tim"We couldn't have hoped for
WINGO at Farmington by 18
new
school
long
jump
with
a
6,
Boydil,.
,
Don
Hoff
end regular season play at- at full strength and lost by 37 perman 10,
a much better performance,"
Hickman County at MAYFTELD by five
record of 24-14e w hich beats
Upton 8and Browning 20.
_North n_gitt Thursda;. _The_points.
Cornell said. in summing up
--Sofislia at LOWES byseven
-thlrold mark of 241 held h7
Whir
-Tay (18)
thati
CalloWay-Coihdylifillor High-- Mounts was
the meet.
MARSHALL COUN'T1'at Crittenden County by 16
Patmore Chatham.
Ttitirnament will be played at-- while Barbara -Heindon and- Lynn 15, Bariui 6, Parrish 15,- . Murray at SYMSONIA by five
GOLF
Sophomore Stan Simmons
Cindy Barris both played, Herndon 8 and lyladdix 2.
CCHS February 25 and 27.
four
MADISONVILLE
by
illghinan at
took fourth in the shot put with ' LOS ANGELES - Dr. Gil
despite not being in t6p-notch
Lyon County atST. MARY by 11
a new school mark of 53-31 Morgan fired his way into the
shape as both had the flu too Saturday
- GENERAL
. The Calloway ,County fresh- which betters his school first round lead of the $200,000
For the first half, it was nip
SAN DIEGO -- Former Co- A___Ballarciat MAVFIELD by 14
man boysT basketball tearti - record.of fast week, a 5-11. Olen Carlipbell-Los'Angeles
Jadi.Wildcat& -Itinhie-All-Amertea--qtiarter- ----•Gelloweret-IIVINGSTON CENTRAL by three
and tuck
made it a sweep over Murray Also
the shot, f?eshilian Open-Golf Tournament with a
led 8-0 at the outset and led by-- back Paul Governali died
Fancy Farm at WINGO by 11
High as they roared lack to Andy Vince had a new per- 5-under-par 66.
as much as 10 points before, after a long illness. He was 56.
Farmington at LOWES by 18
defeat the host Tigers 50-44
By The keseelated Press
Murray tied the game midway
ernali
Hickman County by one
Gov
played
FULTON
COUNTY
at
Thursday night.
SeSsaimies
through the half.
professional football for the
Heath-at LONE OAK by 18
Murray led 33-20 at inBourbon Co66 Bath Co65t
13y intermission, Kentor-0,- _.
of the
Reidlandat.MARSHALL;POUNTY by H
llin-and scored the first
Marshall to 66'Pad Pitch- held a sllm 46-40 edge. But in Boston. Yanks
Conference and the
DRAKESBORO at Tilghman by eightAmerica
points
of the second half
four
man 61 OT
the last half, Kentucky out- New York Giants of the
ITC-Saturday
for a 37-20 bulge before the
Pad St Mary 67 Mayfield 65 scored Murray State 3348 to
National Football League.
Eastern Kentucky at EAST TENNESSEE by five
roof fell in. From that point
Pendleton Co 88 Owen Co69 run up the final margin.
ARDEN,
N.Y.
E.
Roland
Morehead at TENNESSEE TECH by 11
on, the Lakers outscored
Todd Central 80 HopkinKentucky shot 35 of 77 for 47 Harriman, 82, the leading paMurray at MIDDLE TENNESSEE by four
Murray 30-7.
sville 774
per cent while the Lady tron of harness racing in the
Austin Peay at WESTERN KENTUCKY by six
James Bynurn, who erupted
Girls Games
Racers were 24 of 68 for 35 per United States, died at his
High School Record: 95-30,OVC Record 75-25. Total: 170-55
for 10 points in the final
Christian Co 56 S Hopkins 49 cent. UK won the battle of the
home.
.756).
period, finished with 27 in a
Glasgow 54 Bowling Green boards 52-42 with Mary Jane
fine showing to lead the
47
Gates leading the Racers in
Lakers while Larry Sanders
Harrison Co 56 Mount Olivet retrieves with nine.. Murray
added 11. For Murray, Robin
Deming 45
had 24 turnovers, UK 20.
Roberts scored 15 points and
Hart Co 61 Metcalfe Co 49
Both teams shot well from
Howie Crittenden added 11.
Hickman Co 54 Ballard the line, Murray making 10 of
All Murray & Calloway County
Sanders pulled down 11__
Memorial 41 -- -----n and the 'Cats comiecting xer Leiters.,
the
lead
rebounds
to
Livingston Central 45 Trigg nine of 15.
while Tim McAlister grabbed Co 44
Bev Parrish and Laura
For Murray, Roberts
nine.
(Sizes 4-X Large)
Lowes 58 Wingo 34
Lynn each had 15 points to
had nine rebounds.
Lyon Co 59 Dawson Springs lead the Racers while Gates
The Tiger frosh are 4-4 on
47
added 12. For the Lady 'Cats,
Sale Price $2495
the season while the Lakers up
Pad St Mary 54 Lone Oak 53 Pam Browning scored 20.
8-4.
mark
to
their
Warren Central 82 FranklinMurray drops to 8-15 with
FRESHMAN GAME
Simpson 36
the loss, which was the
10 10 12 18-50
Calloway
Warren East 66 Russellville Racers'eighth in succession.
17 16 6 5-44
Murray
30
The Lady Racers play at
Calloway (50)- Bynum 27,
McAlister 6, Sanders 11,
k***************1
Mcstoti_3 and Butterworth
3.
Murray (44)- Bradshaw 6,
t
Sims 8, Roberts 15, Crittenden
11, Bumphis 2 and Scharr
* For evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of
bacher
2.
...
(the person who took a box from Mrs. Roy Nor- 1`
1[
Street
209
15th
sworthy's car. The car was parked at
17 and the box contained account receivable checks .9(
1". and-CASH! Call Rickman and Norsworthy Lumber*
753-6450.
BOTTLED 110 - Deem Redden, why, was blared at the outset of the fourth perkel nod suffered
a strained knee, is bottled up insidey Catheries Simmons (32) mad Mhos Washer (12) of the
Tigers. Ales I.the *lyre ere Feliele Phew(10)mmi Stephanie Wyatt(30)of the takers.

A

Racer Women Lose 79-58
Contest To Lady'Cats

Weekend Cage Predictions

Laker Frosh
Win-50-44 AtMurray High

,-High-School
res.

-

School Jackets

*School Tobaggans
•School Scarves

$250" REWARD .0(-0(

4

BOAT SHOW

Feb. 16th thru Feb. 19

****************

At The

Junk Car Clean Up
The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees
Are Collecting
Old & Junk Cars
The Car Drive will start this Saturday and ends on
Sunday March 12th.

Cars Are To Be Donated!
No Charge For Pick-Up

Murray State Hoping To
Up Win Streak To Three
Murray State's Racers, who won a pair of road games last
weekend, will play Ohio Valley Conference leader Middle
Tennessee at Murfreesboro Saturday and Western Kentucky
at Murray Monday.
Middle took a big step toward the OVC title last weekend by
sweeping'games at Tennessee teal and East Tennessee. The
Blue Raiders are 9-2 in the conference and 17-5 overall.
Western also won at Tennessee Tech but lost in tripleovertime at East Tennessee. The Hilltoppers are 7-4 in the
conference and 11-12 overall.
In earlier games this season, Murray lost to Middle Tennessee 78-77 at Murray and to Western 91-75 at Bowling
Green.
Likely starters for Murray at Middle Tennessee are Mike
Muff and Johnny Thirdkill at-forward, Danny Jarrett,at center, and Jimmy Warren and Bobo Jackson at guard.
Muff has averaged 23.4 points and 9.7 rebounds, Thirditill
9.2 points and 6.1 rebounds, Jarrett 3.9 points and 5.2 rebounsis, Warren 14.2 points and 2 rebounds,and Jackson 4.6 points
and 2.7 rebounds.
As a team, the Racers have averaged 71.7 points and 41.6
rebounds to their opponents' 79.2 points and 40.6 rebounds.
They have hit 44.2 percent of their field goal attempts and
68.6 percent of their free throws. r• Middle Tennessee is averaging 79.6 points and 51.4 rebounds to opponents' 76 points and 48.5 rebounds. Leading scorer
forthe Blue Raiders is Sleepy Taylor witir18.1voints a game.

West Ky. Livestock
& Exposition Center
Co-Sponsors: Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
and Murray State University
The Most Complete Boat Show Ever Presented In This Area.

CANOES-FISHING BOATS-SKI BOATS- PONTOON BOATS-CRUISERS &
HOUSEBOATS
DON'T MISS IT — FREE ADMISSION
First Class Family Boat Show!

Thursday, Feb. 16
(4
p.m.)
Boot Skow-4:00 p.m.
Jock Stekep &
His Orchestra-7:00 p.m.

Saturday, Feb. 18
' (10 a.m.-10 p.m.)

Friday, Feb. 17
(4 p.m.-10 p.m.)
Kentucky
Jones
6:30 p.m.

Wand Thy klegicion

Sunday, Feb. 19
(1 p.m.-6 p.m.)

2:30 p.m.

The King's Sons

Country Trons1-4:00 p.m.

2:30 p.m.

Smith Brehm.,- 6:30 p.m.
44mmi

fr
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Schedules For The Week Of Feb. 18- Feb. 24
.

February 20-24

..
TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
WSIL-3'

WRGE-2
6:00-Merle7:00-Super Friends
1:011-Laffellyamics
,
10:00-Croft's
11:00- Weekriad Me
C.
11:30-A.. limeilete-

7:111-Seperfrismis _
J1:40-Scesby Dee
1040-lkeitts
1 kas_ soot*aro
1131A.. imonw_
Da
12,3._ vim it wow
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Ile_ too Kw*,

12:30- World el Spts.
2:011- Pre Melees
3:30- World ef Spts.
SAO- T1A
5:311.-Newswetch
6:00-11egs Mem
Whers Mime
;
7:00
44
7:30-Op. Penitent
11:00-lam tee
11:110-11Mmy Maid
10:00-Fusitely lam
1
10:00- tiewswetch
111130- Moire Meatre: "Tli. Green
Berets"
12:30.,PT1 Club
2:3111-716nrsiretch

200-Benten Tem
www 0too_
S:011-61se Campbell
own
61111-Lumen= Welk
hos_ vs000 mom_
7:so-Op. Petticoat
I:IN-Lem Beat
'this_ homy iwkwd
10:011-News
10:1S -News
10:30-loch Cascert$

V/TIFF-5

WS111-4

71!1:

Kra-12 .

- WPS8-8

Did You Know, .

•

4:25

mur-,!.,Ay
Feb. 20
_41
A esnocn
Devotional
A• Better
• ilay •
POWS
NEY3-1.1
Advances in .
Health & Medicine
Focus cn
Energy
'3ign-off

,
101-ari•IP Nom
. _sgeolbe,
66111,-StwelmI.
Bali
2:40-Neeg
4:30
7.011-Aelmis Went
6,3p_poolo low,
740-liebsak keepPbsearny
.--00
•
-5
[mg "
7:00- Deng
ist
7:30- Globetrotters
ytyg-Spesoi Own
-5T10'.7:30-Spred Boggy
.ophserry
. hal-Pia Pueriber
Lel
L:41
11400-110gi Ilemy
Ti30-Ilishelretters
10:11111-11ag1y Parts
1:30-Bahmea/Tarsim
9:30- WM=
9:311-Pla Punther
a 1111114fS
10:311-isie
10:31-Isis
1040-limy Pasts
let30-Ipsce Seat.
114-Fat Albert
11:111-fat Albert
11h311-lbmi Lewis
' 11:0111-imed el Lest
T:30
•-sP•" A"as'
11:3
11:00-land ef Om last
11:31-51)••• Ms".
11:311-liunder
of
11:1111-Theeder
41
(
12411-Net Nip
1240-Mr. MOW
11:1M-5pe11gh1
12:11111-Atiop the Feis•
12:Th- Cisco Kid
11:211-Ilhe FestIvel
capest
12:11-511•atv 5
1• -Ales Smith I
111
intz • FOCCO
1:10- News Got
1240-Q40p Basket1:0--4** me*
"
Mies
Item Thee to Ilestulty
I:a-MessI id.
boil
2111111-Pep Ceurnry
4ondiky
3:01-Mfalw holm
2:01- Gems Aunty
WO-BerMe tee &
2:30- Warm Debbi
Feb. 20,
.
•
,
_.3411-511011044.
2:30-Irewside
%Wm
1:111 -.Beshefhell:
SA-Nem
OasketIts
lb
41111-Sh•
3:01-Celleu•
Tuesday
Al..I Vended*
r
r3111- NMI
ba
Feb. 21
5:00-Porter Imp. 340-Candid Camera
lbw
6:0-11se
5:311-Neres
5:10.-Mauls,.
sr
limet
-Bre
MO
440-lise Nom
5:30-News
5:30-11sahville NeilWectesday
7:311- Tem Ilmedall
gag _ Nom
7:111-114 Dewier,
c
„Feb. 22
SAW -leffersens
6:30- Accost
7M-um Iowa
6:110-Scene at 6
.
CM-Ihmle
11111- Jefferson
6:30-Sort's beshell.
YAW-Wilk Wean
040-1s1sk
0:31-Muds
BMIamb
Is
Thuraday.
' Feb..23
5:11-1•Im1
ISM-News
7:01-Bleak Weimer
1111-Giumashe
Mk
-News
10:01
0:00--ra..i.: "The
111311-lbahrThe es
141311-Camsseeke
Friday
Ghost et Flight 401"
N.
Fel?,
11:31-lbws
-1101-Scene pi 10
I

WEENRSDAy
'IlESDAY
Prb. 21
Feb. 2?
aignmon .
• AttexTl1
PlftrnC•31
Devdtional
Devotional
buttes -lrey
Pullen
Dimension
FOCUS
POCXIS
1,03,13 12HEWS 11washingt.caie,
Fan.orama 39
bates: "U.S. Ehergy Policy:
A alanging
14-l1ch Direttion?" Soo ety_
Sign-Off
CMIA P
Sign-o ff

FR:DAY
?et). 214
91 -Cfl
• Afternocyt
Devotional
'Quest for
Adventure
?Oar

^'THURSDAY
Feb. 23

ss
•

Devot ona1
. fadern
Almanac
7Trr
-WWI 11 - Sourtscope
Murg0.Y
Outdoors
Sign-off
Arerica's Prolam I. Challengas
Sign-off

More than a decade's work preceded Sept. 23,1968, when Governor -Louie B. NOM .pressed a
studios
button in the new KET
pronetwork
first
the
putting
gram on the air.

me II

ti

WE
BEND
ANY
TAILPIPE,
INSTANTLY

1. Representatives from MSU's Art Departzrent
2.J1.1 Focnaat..st.,_,Czalit Adamson
1. MSU Political Scientist
2. Representatives frcrn msu Nursing Departrrent
3. L. col. Rancell G, Boat, (hal Men ,,Dept, of Rilitaly Science
1. Book Beat: Kenneth INIcker
2. History in Perspective with- Joseph Cartwripht
Weekly Shopping Basket
_
1. Frank Blodgett.d.tacuasestevL
2. High School Sports

WrifF-5

WS111-4

WS1L4

WPS0-8 '

-

T. 'Margaret Trevathan with Library Comer
Hobert.*QejtherAt Imanuai. Lutheran Church
orts
3. Hi Rh

7:111- filsetap
6:30-Cari Tiptoe
7:30- Gospel Thole
7:01-lieseW Neer
DemPmis
Si311.-seh
1:011- Mat SMINgetim
_ri
•
•
"""
/
"
*15-111
1:30-Mass MAW9:30-Chldreies Gmm
5
"
0:1111-Oral Roberts
10100-Cbenged Um9131-Two Moen
10:10- it is Written '
"
ed
"
11731-4
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'
115°
11:30-TSB lbeketb1140-'1i:cent
. _._
,III '
..____"'91-46"''
12:01-Lciie Itiiii
""'
12:30-Chsagig TM12:00-IIK Bet
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12:45- NIA Mae&
1.1.10.-Sperts World
-ell
3:N-Beeksibull lee5:11-Ms..
Mille vs. Miemesses
5:311-News
MO-Nein 6100-60 Minna
5:30-News
7:011- beds
1/1"“
"
0:11-1
7:31-04 Ow Owe
1411-1111• 511•717 -.. 741e-Pillscti"
bast
1:30-AlesM11.=ltg
"Awakening LoW"
11:011-Care1 Burnett
IMO-News
10701-News
Ill:35-Nievie _

730-leff's Celle
7:11-Mos 171110
6:11- Sind Memo
1:00-1mm
5:30-Dot of Disc
6:30- use DaWist
1:30-Ilashvile Gm
1://-lanes'shims
7:01- Nemo ef Wer.
.11-601110•11571:00-Amain Grape _ 5
Pi
11111-Day ef DIsc.
1441-1,941 1t•P•
COO-little Itasca
1:M.-OM.la FalTh
1110
MTh-Three Shwas
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1040-11sowid
11:311-Alliellit, 1141:34-ter lbaiard
Truth
ash
10:30- Weed:wrist
10:31-C... Wenhip
11:01-Immo I kw.
'artist
11:00-amy SPectt71:311-0Bleimit "
11:30-News Cederum
12:01-0e5 Tung
INKS
_the
1240-noose sGo•- ,
1340-sow si cut
Mors
Press
12:30--Sepentars
2:00- bite lbcing
12:011- NBC Iteligises
2:00-Daytona SOO
140-Dynamic Dues
3:31-Wwill 05 5111.
3:30-Mauls: "Shaw
1:$0-Spereepeold
4:30- Glen Campbell
-, s3:1111-Bas6s4buL L.
°Pm
5:30-Mid IThipdem
6:00-Nerdy 11110
simile & Alimeseta
6:011- Nancy Drew
5:1111-Simisy Scum
TAO-lbw 1109 Wail.
7:00-Special: "Ibm
5:30-News
Wes Tilea
The West Wes Wen"
11:01-News
6:111111- Diller,: "The
10:01-Newman*
Ugly Duchelmer
10:31-Nusirrille Osle:15-701 Club
.
7:1111.-Premiere: Pie_ At
MtIWO •
11:00-Wrestles
LOG-Hp heat
12:00-New Ufe
111:1111-Scewe W lit
12:30-Issues & Am.
r
,

lila-thit _

6:00-Geed Hem Am.
7:30-Bete Show
1:30.- Green Acres
110•440=Wierti4irsesh
WOO-HWY psis
10:30-Fmelly Feed
11:01- Better Sea
11:30-Ityue's NW
12:00- AB My Oakes
1:00-MAO Pradd
I:30-0Di Lif•
2:15-Creisemi Nespital
3:00-Idle of Night
3:31-14017 lloch
4:00-Issues.
5:00-Family Affair
5:30-AK News
.4:1111-11minretch

7:00-Geed- /Bening
Am.
0:00-100 Club
telg....porkpoba - 11:00- Boner Set
.rsope
11:30-gym
12:00- AI My Children
I:00-320A0 Pyramid
1,3g_poo uso
2:13-Gmio51 aspOrl
3:00-lifp0Night
MGM
3:30- N.Th
Theatre
f
Archie'
3:n-lu
400-f-10.1g. Wettish.
- w
4:30- F-Seel Trust

1,
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WSIL-3

WRGE-2
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Viii*iiii"" ;;;;71“;ir
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i
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filiffifin
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' DAYTIME TV SCHEDULEMONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
WTIIF-5
s:15 -Country Journal

7:00-Alidetee
7:15-Listee
7:3111-11sedd el Tn.%
sas-Olisst Bitten
8:),_gibc5c;
1:00-1st kW.
.111:110-tument Three
foto
dos
16,30Notion
1110-111s is Ule
11:111-lamp Valhi
:111k-Chigl. tif Sexes
12.
1245-IA Double&
mire
5:01-News
5:31-News
liall Ably Alieutes
7:0111-11heib
713111-01 Our Orra
11:00-All he the
Fmk
0:311-Alice
tall-Carel Oursett ,_,,
11100-News
10:15-News
10:30-Gmeemeire

-

WPSD4

,
6:15_ wombs
6:25-Arthur $mith
5:30-Carl Tipton
6:54-Pester *Pal
6:00- News
1:60-54•40
7:00-Singing Cam.
haje_gamospeNg , 040A11.10:74,------.. 9:m-bow ROOM
0:00-Cups. lamigeree
9:55-Calsaier
1:00- Timietsies
10:01-Wheel/Fertwee
10:30-14eschern
is mg"
"
-Pr
"
life
ell
10:30=love
11:1011 Sem the Lem
The
11:00Restless
11:30-Geng Uwe
11:30-Smirch fee Tem. 12:00-News
12:31-0w lives
12:00- Te1 the Trutt,
12:30- The WerW Turas 1'36-°SCOS'S
2:10-Au. World
1:30-Guiding Light
: -Fin Ilkley
310
In_ =Iwo
2:30-All in the Family
3:00- Munster:
4100= Partriiip Fe,.
3:30- Gilligan
4:30-Beady Bends
4:00- Gower Pyle
SAW-News
5:30-lbws
4:30- Deris Dry
6:00-News
5:00- Wary Moore
5:30-News
6:00- Nees

KM-12
6:00-Saris.
6:36-111realifest Thew
7:00-News
11:00-Capt. limegeres
1.81•41nnirldi-0:30-Price is Right
111:3111-Levelrf tile
10:55-Ms.,
11:00-T emegiltestless
11:30-Song* Per T...
12:01-Fana Picture
12:05-News
12:30- World Terns
1:30-&riding Light
2:30-le the Fondly
3:00-lack Germs 77
3:30-Milhillies
4:00- little Reseels
4:30-Andy Griffith
5:00-Tell tie Trio,'
S:30-News
6:00-News

WSIL-3

WRGE-2
• 6:30- Uttle Vk
7:10-1. Miles S
be
0:00-Mauls: TSA
111:10-Newsurutch
10:31- Vandirrilt vs.
Miss. Wee BaskatMB
12:00-Specs 1001
1:40- Pill Cbb
3:00-Newmatc6

WTVF-5

WS11-4
7:00-little Neese
1:11-Neil: "The
Awakening WM The
Sage .0 16. Amick=
Weamn The Welds"
is:so-semssi 11
11:30- Temight Show
12:1111- Tomorrow Sh-

5:311-Cschis Pete
.
bo5_ Now
6:30-News
7:10-Sis NO.. $
Alm
gm -1Amie . Mid a
wooly
10110- News
10:30-Poke Seery
11:37-Am. Problems
$ GEL

els

6:30-Cresswits
7:10-08114 Times
7:30-111*A'S•N
1:00-SK Baskettell
Al.. nip.
TOM-News
10:311-Isaias
11:30-News
12:10-Neil "King
gear"

WPS114
6:31-Pep Cmintry
740-UM,Neese
1:00-filevis "Ante.is Lewd"
11:10-N..,
10:30- Tonight
12:00- Tesserrew

141074.

Sunday,Feb.19
3:30 a.m. Mountain -Music
Jubilee "New Music From
The Mountains" The mountains echo with new Music as
well as old, and some new-old
music such as hammer
dulcimer tunes. Included are
interviews and. recordings of
several young, innovative
musicians from the mountains,
music
featuring
recorded on June Appal

6:30-Little Vk
7:00- Army,Thsys
7:30-Layers.
/
Shirley
1:01- Three's Cam
my
&30-lex*
0:30-Sap
10:00-Newswatch
10:31- Burette
11:30-Neil: TBA

WT1IF-5

WS81-4
tow:

5:31-Ciectus Pete
6:15-lbws
6:30-News
'
7:11-Nippy Deys
IL
7:30-Lamm
Stir*
&OS-11wee's Campmy
1:31-Sem
1:01-Foray
11:11-Newt

7:00-hg
Awekealmg
"The
lesid.The Saga ef the
Awoitiow wow., ,
yb. here
10:00-Scesee st 10
10:30- Trialght She.
12:M-Temerrew Sh...

6:30-Cresswits
7:0l-Chalets 05
$••••
7:30-Ski* I Tareel
"A
1:01-Alevie
lbestissi el Guar
11:11-New,
10:31- Resides
11:30-News
12:110- Nevis

WPSD-6
11:30-31211,100 Woesub
tour
bile-Big
"awbolows Low
1040-News
10130-Tonight
1240-Tomorrow

descriptions of this OVC clash
between the Murray State
Racers and the Western
Kentucky Hilltoppers.
10 p.m. Soniflight Join host
William Sims for news and.
music from the black world.

6:30-UM'Vic
1:se-Blin Is b7•01111
MOO-Charlie's AarIs
0:00-Sturdy 1 110,a
10100-Newsiestch
10:30-Peke Story
.1:00-In Club
t
,..

5:30- Cadvit Pete
6:15- News
fog-Nom
7:00-$ Is boo.
MOO-Cimiles Angel.
0:00-Ms-shy I Nor.
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10:410-News

-

740-Grizzly As
11:00-1111mblisep
9AS-Peke Wanes
10:10-Sam st 10
1g,gg_ yowl*sow
12:11T....reo 511ow

1VSIL-a

6:30- little Vic
7:00- Doter
7:30-RA
cis_ bonwo mob,
'1:31-Custer Country
0:110- Serowe
MN-Newswah
lc _ sftriky
g

5:30- Cathie Pete
6:15-Newt
6:301-News
740-letter
7:30-Wsh
11:00-11erwry Meer
1:55-Clem Com*,

‘-_,Iliet3c.h

11:00-News

WS11-4 '
7:110- Chips
840-Om 0Ild
10:110-Scese et Id
II:30-Tesiglit Slew
12:011-Isamorrevo Sh.
ow

WPS9-11
6:30-lbelmille Ales&
c
7:10- Grimly Adam
1:SO-Slack Them
1:01-Peke Wessell
10:01-News
10:30-Teal*
12:00- Unscrew

AVT1IF-5

• WPS11-1

11:30-Cresswits
-MI"
lit*"
,
7:1110-Cherile Brews "
7:30- A Careoctiad
7:"-al"
1:1111-Cbse el 65
.
gobbb bi gin bo
10:01- News
Marls dirt
8:be _ sown
"Aim.
10130-Tea*,
12t-Tsnw

Tuesday,Feb.21
7 p.m. Options "The Art Of
Two
Storytelling"
storytellers, Linda Goss and
Jay O'Callahan, discuss their
art,and tell some stories.

KrtS-12

WRGE-2
6:30-UM* Vic
er
• Y:1111- Dam
IRO- Alrelsi 1111
te:ss--11mrsae1si
10:30-beers WNWre: "Perk Om
,12:10-PR Club
2:311-Neweeralsb
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WSN-4

' WSIL-3
5:30-Cactus Pet•
11:15-Nem
6:30-News
7:11-hemp 51
0
5•
•
0:00-Neil' Di.
5•11,115••
1040-11ms
10:30-laretta

_

.WTVF-5

CM-Cresswits
7:00-Preplan: Om
740-Illes!der Weinrh
•
•
11:01- Bickford
5:11-Neil 'Iliedil1040-Sam at 14
mos heel hide"
10:31- Tea*,She.
1040-Nem
12:011- Midnight Mae.
•10:30-flunmeht
11:111:-News
,

BARRETT'S
SERVICitENTER

t75

PARKER FORD,Inc.
3-5273
Mimi,Ky.
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

PHOTO
SPECIALS
44

Ali

BIG q+
Te.:. 0'10. CRI

50C OFF
Exposure COLOR
On Any 20

Of VFLOPLD & PRINTED
LIUIT ONE ROLL PER COUPON

ROLL

1=3.311211ESEI ei0
971V-

SKY SCANNING-John Taylor,15, of Murray scans the
sky with Dr. Ron Howard of Hopkirisviqe in search of
eagles in TVA's Land Between The takes. More than 35
eagles were spotted in the 170,000 acre pubic demonstration 4nd outdoor 'recreation area in western Ken-

"
Tyler
040-IAwry
Seen
10:110- News
10:3111-Thsvie Noma
Rm-0
12:39-News

tucky and Tennessee.
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All The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In Town.
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A New
Charlie Pride

8 Track Reg. 7.95
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The Loivest Selection of Topes ond Albums in This Area

-TV Service Center
Central Shopping Colter
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Slide &Movie t
Processing 4)1.39

Large Selection of Country
Tapes, Albums and 45's
Sun
"Sunburn"
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Special On Tapes & Albums
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5:30-liews
6:10-News
4:30-lAuppet Thew
MO-Geed Hum
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1s00-Peeple's Chile
•
1•4111- News
111:30-1111evie MI.
Attack ea Terror
12:30-11.ms

,

IU
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..,

6:30-Cresswits
7:00-Special Olympla
1:110-1ftry T. Hems
loll-News
10:30-Rotilis
11:30-News
12:10-Meek "11Ing
Ileng baps"

TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
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WNGE-2

WTVF-5

WS11-4

WSIL-3
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YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
WRGE-2

I

Mufflers
Discount.

639 S. 4th St.
Phone M3-9868
(
'l#
'

1

WSIL-3

FORMING
EXPANDING

-Claawa-aud.

TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
WRGE-2

money..
pipe bending
to your specs.
DUALS
," TAILPIPES
..- EXHAUST PIPES

8 p.m. Chicago Symphony
Records by the Mountain
Friday,Feb.
A performance of
Orchestra
Cooperative.
7 p.m. Options "Arson" Musicians'
Concerto No. 2
Piano
,Braluns'
5 p.m. Voices In The Wind
Mark Poindexter of station
major, Opus 83. The
B-flat
in
Voices
on
history
month
Black
KCUR reports on a major
Daniel
be
will
features 'playwright, Phillip pianist
problem,arson.
with Carlo Maria
Barenboim
-Ossie
actor
and
Dean
Hayes
10 p.m. Nightflight Four
Guilini conductinfi.
,hours,of„album.orientaa-rock. Davis- ASO
Richie
singer
Melvin
Dale,
heard
Monday
through
Teixeira Wednesday,Feb.22
Havens, painter
Saturday. 7 p.m. Options
12 Midnight Options"Randy Nash and actor Gilbert Price
Literature: A SAmpler"
Newman" This houi features - star of the new musical
Reads
Bulland
Frank
an hour interview with Randy "Timbuktu."
to
picked
selections
8:30 p.m. JAZZ JAZZ JAZZ
Neiman,'who Presently has
Demonstrate the broad range
the current controversial hit Join WKMS for that torsi jazz
books and authors.
"Short People." Preempts experience beginning with of black
Jazz- Revisited, followed by
Cosmic Connections.
Jazz Alive - at 9 and Jett' 1111rudnY;Peb•22_
Pauline-Frederick *
?
- Horizons it 10:30 which in•Saturday,Feb. 18
Colleagues - A former NBC
12 Noon Music Of The cludes an artist interview at
correspondent, Pauline
Italian
Masters Featured midnight on Jazz Unlimited.
presents panel discussions on
music by such Italian greats
issues.
currentworld
sualcio -and Monday,Feb.tO
as Vivaldi, Ge
,
p.m. Murray Common
7:30
Racer
Lady
5
p.m.
Busoni..
Public
.s Council WKMS News &
7
p.m.
Earplay Basketball The Lady Racer
Affairs Director Jesse Young
Lady
the
with
'"Chinaman's Chance" A story tangle
provides gavel to gavel
based on an old Hassidic tale Hilltoppers from Western,
regularly
7 p.m. Racer Basketball coverage of the
but set in the modern .day_
.-of the
ineetffig
Voke
"- WICIIS Sports
- wróf horse
Farrell provides play by play " Murray Common Council. Starring Judd Hirsch.

n GUIDE FOR MONDAY

.

Saws

WKMS Highlights

KFTS-12

too)

(most exhaust pipes

TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY WNGE-2

t.
a

-

753-5885.

Any 12

$199

Exposure
Film .

171=3112/5;13
"

BIG

At,

.41M

_
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Let's Star V411

By F.J1..„ Blasmgame, M.D.

1r0-

Your individual
Horoscope

Preventing Falls At Home

Ire
OV•

d a
lios

TIMIS, Friday, February 17, 19711

—

Frances Drake
Order Your Flowers Early

FOR SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 18, len

ft. cautions
0: M.
our readers against hOuseheld falls. Three have oc-'.
carred in her home during
nit.- last year; each instance required emergency treatment in a hospital. She feels that these
accidents might,not have
taken place had more
thought been given to their
prevention.
A: While your letter fails
•
to -give- enough details to
peemit me to make vont.
ment ,on the particular ac_Citents in your home, the
subject is of general
importance.
The U.S. Product Safety
Commission estimates
that more than. 350,000
accidents, 'which are severe enough to require
emergency room treatment, oc'&ir dach-year in
the United States a-morig
children and adults in their
homes. These .accidents
take place on,steps, stairs,

What Itintitit-day will SCORPIO •
tomorrow be? To find out what Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt'f•/*
should be kept free of toys
the stars say, reed.the forecast
Someone in authority will now
fall
or other objects. which can chance of a damaging
given for your birth Sign.
take action to aid your cause which can lead to a fracwidening your horizons concause a slip of the foot and
tured limb, a head injury,
siderably. You have good
the start of a fall. It is a
or s bad bruise or laceraARIES
reason for optimisn.
dangerous practice to
tion.
1. Mar. 21 4Apr. 310
SAGITTARIUS
leave boxes or bundles
Take time to hold the
Excessive spending could be i Nov. 23 to Dec. 211 nifigilt
near the top or bottom of
rhsestrous now. Don't speculate
Your judgment somewhat
handrail securely when
the stairway with the inclimbing or descending. _ or indulge in extravagant "cloudy" now. Take nothing for
tention of carrying them
Whims, and wasch the budget granted, even if all seems well.
stairs. Avoid carrying
down or up on a later trip.
even when making minor And, above all, make no hasty
loads up or down which
They may cause a person
purchases.
decisions.
require the use of both
to fall.
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
hands and which may ob•1
1Jit
Dec. 23 to Jan. 20)
.
4Apr.:2I to May 21)
. Discourage --Phi/Arai&
Nctliie your - 41itoil Of-the
Be cautious now --ready for
Focus ambitions on an atfromplaying or scuffling steps: If you
must carry
an unexpected barrier, a sharp tamable plateau. Don't strive
on a stairway.
loads, be -deliberate and
curve one way or the other, for the unreasonable. If not well
Encourage each mem- cautious.
Take special
Thus you can prevent errors, counseled, new ventures could
ber of the family to take his care
when you are'alone at
keep to your path in spite of pose a problem.
time in climbing up or home.
You may need
little stellar backing.
AQUARIUS
down the steps or stairs. prompt
GEMINI
help if you have a
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
Speed increases the damagin_g fall.
(May 22 to June 211
A domestic situation may tax
have the benefit of seeing
'Make necessary comparisons your ingenuity but cast aside
each step dearly.
_
-when others voice opinions, but any doubts of your ability to
Carpeting and rugs must
Answer to Thursday's Puzzle
1 Resort
ACROSS
stop there: Do not inject a handle. By midday, you'll have
be firmly fixed to prevent
2.Kite
personal note or make arbitrary the answers you need.
slipping. They should not
3 Symbol tor
inferences. Just watch far- PISCES
I Deposit
.
-contain holes or irregularitantalum
--(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
discrepancies.
4 Steamship
4 Trade for
ties to catch the toe or heel
somewhat
a
be
CANCER
(abbe.)
could
This
- money
of the shoe.
6Talk idly
(,,June 22 to Ju1y_23)
erratic day unless you steer a
5 Take
Mg KO
_ t Celestial
The stairway OFStp
Neither listen to pessimists steady course. Above all, avoid
enlawfulty MINUag UMERIff
-body
nor brood over the past - discussions which could upset
8 Ironed
OR
13Evaluating
temptations now. Your ad- associates.
- fl Units of
- IS Cooled
MORO MUMWRI
vantages lie in inner strength,
lava
Siamese
composure in trying situations.
Free For The Asking!
YOU BORN TODAY ate ii-18 Ingredient
MOU
Und
currency
O
BUM
LEO
highly enthusiastic individual --..
1 8 Preposition
ot
Note
write
9
BUIR
s
1f1
19 Negative
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4(4Z and, though swift in action,
Scale
IE RBA
E
21 Country of
A Thy in which the unex- always use your tine in10 All
D
DOE OR 13
pected may happen. Stay loose telligence and work hard at
1.2 Compass
22 Nix
so . that you won't be caught being Accurate, In.fact, it's a
• 32Stubborn _.,411Naar
point .
-Sox-307,Murray,KY-42071
'
24 Liquefy
48 Metal
animal
14 Pierced
unaware by sudden changes in blessing to have you around iA 26 Final
Peruse
51
Friahts
35
horn's
with
plans or circumstances. But emergencies, since you always
-28 Before
37 Prejudice 53 Sicilian
1 7 Protective
don't try to solve problems in "conic through" - practically
29 Vapor
volcano
ditch
haste.
as well as:Imaginatively...Y
38 Sou t h
_4,1 Athletic
r cart - te7.141eseiiinaleci
20Gertoeok .---ivite'
tp, are unusually devoted to family
VIRGO
• group
A
58
olives
animal
33 Man's
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 11P-a and friends, and are a generous
continent
23 Symbol tor
nickname
host. Children Cake to you and
False impressions,
tellurium
39 Worn
34 Landed
pleasant altercations may cro___you would make an outstanding
60 Condensed
24 Manuscript
away
-3613esetwert
moist:ore
up _in your vicinity. Be reedy,- teacher if you can curb a tenTabbr
-.38-Eymbot tor --25-Soapitorle- 44 fiftfflt#4911 62 Hebrew
eager to quell them. There's dency toward impatience when
tellurium
4313abY's
letter
27 Chinese
always a way to get around youthful charges fall to live up
40 Musical
64 Cases
pagodas
undesirable situations. Find it! to your expectations. Your
sign
44 Spanish
degree
30 Distance
1...1 integrity is. unquestionable and
LIBRA
42 Sliver
article
labbr
measure
45 Macaw
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) sae& la your memory remarkable.
47 God of
Idaa&-anit.41ana-traueL_Fielcis in which you couldmake
,
may be running-into sense a notable success: iournalinn,
*I Nobleman
-T
difficulty
especially If you the stage, politics, science,
A
St) Vessels
have planned too much activity literature and a?t. Birthdate of:
52 Nerve •
or have been too optimistic Andre Segovia, guitarist; Helen
network
21
19
about costs. There's still time to Gurley Brown, .writer; Yoko
-54 A
RIM
'
,Ono, artist-7—
revise, however.
'
Ilie
24
55 Cyprinoid
heh
56 Storage
places
The Stores Will Be
59 College
degree
_
Open Until

S.

ramps and landings and
from climbing on furniture
ant ladders.
When steps.and -stairs
are constructed, each step
up should be of, equal
height. If it varies, the
difference may cease a
stumble or- a fall.
A bannister or railing
should be available to be
grasped by the hand to,
guard against a fall. Such
added protection-is particularly helpful for older per
sons or, one who may be
handicapped, such as with
poor vision.
The steps should be well
lighted so the user rrik*

We want to take special care in preparing
each order but we need your help to do so.
PLEASE order at least 1 week ahead of
time!
Helpful Hints To Follow:
y Give the correct name and address of the
person to whom the order is to be delivered.
y Give us the phone number of that person.
y Please order ahead of time.(This gives us
an insight as to the number of extra workers
we need. The cut flower arrangements cannot be made in advance. This enables us to
give you the freshest possible cuttings for
your arrangement).
Order Your Flowers Early
For Easter Sunday

Crossword Puzzler

-Gene &Jo's
--Rowers .

g
OROS
mrticriusul.

T

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE-

So. 4th— 753-4320

A

mt. .V.tool,
Ve

-.Gam
-•
10%.7-

ga

-

-

--CORRECTION

NOW

During
Downtown Murray's

21:11L-Wil
ERR ME 2
Et NE ill
12
11111111"
ill iiII1IUII ill
liPIIIIIIIM MOM
•l IMI
III
"
IIIIl61 IIIll"

--61--Mend
63 Emkeiver
65 Depressions
66 Note of
scale,
67 Stitch

8:00 P.M.friday
February 17, 1978

. e Atkins Asks For
Geog
4° MIMI" 49 NOM
Milli :11111121 12111111 fICurreitt Officaftuids-1

ill
"

36 52

a

iii.111111111011111111
a
a
'attire Syndkatt Inc.

II
II

al.tr.

DOWN

by Lilts

WHERE ARE ALL
MY FRIENDS?!

GOOD GRIEF
PROWNI(a

101 1"
rn

11

2-17

THAT WAS A
SWELL MEAL,
NANCY

WATCH YOUR
ETIQUETTE WHEN
WE EAT IN THE
TAU RANT

SURE
WAS

REt

WHAT'S THE
IDEA?
An.

Air

_ 411
II

_

0

16 111107*
'

019IS Lwow ;ware issillsaas,ins.

UM BAILEY

ZERO

OUT Of ALL OF

US, WHO Po you

ZERO??!

THI6 16

THINK WILL GET
PROMOTED
FIR6T?

THE
ARMY

rs

V1L‘ siTA

wiA A

Winn
mak*
2.-17

SPAGHETTI AND
MEAT BALLS?!

7 Dar, moray-4 ?IAD
SFWGHETT1 AND MEATBALLS
FOR LyN041

e"

F-1
TIII PKANTOM
_5c.,..TOE. I DON'T EVERYONE COMIN'
g
ifit l
T
LIKE T4E
OUT OF THE WOODS
LOOKS OF
COOKS ROuGH.
THOSE MEN.

z

I'LL GET
READY, JUST

IN CASE...

momm;, tire'A.
s

•
•

or

Unrverstty cih
106 North 15th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071

nst

How one deals with his fellowman is an open commentary On how he feels about himself. One who is incapable of an open and honest relationship with others
is insecure and unsure about himself. It is only when
one is in touch with his own feelingsthat he is able to
reach out and touch others with feeling. We must be
able to hear "the still small voice" within us before we
can hear what others are saying. The gossip, back-biter, false accuser, basybodyofildcynic has a malignant disease of inferiority and a
brutal need to prove himself. The dishonest, the
covetous, the envious, the jealous, the extortionist,
etc., each has a warped and perverted concept of self
and a depreciated value of others.
The self-righteous Pharisees provoked the Son of
God (Matthew 23). The priest and Levite, who didn't
have time to help the distressed Samaritan, Were selfcondemned (Luke 10:25-37).
It was a self-sacrificing Paul who could say,"I have
learned in whatsoever state I am therewith to be content." (Philippians 4:11) It .was a faith-confident
Abraham who was "the friend of God."
If you and I would likktb really know what we think
about ourselves, we,sktuld see the reflection in how we
the Son of God who says, "...Love
relate to others.
yse If."(Matthew 2239)
thy neighbor

FRANKFORT,. Ky. (AP) - .later .abandorted._..
_
State Auditor George Atkins
"You have been told that all
has asked a legislative com- the money we requested is acmittee to finance his office at tually ill the. budget, but the
previous levels, but also has governor's recommendation
vowed to continue his duties is only $50,000 a year," he
regardless.
said.
"I'm going to audit/. .if we • Atkins said he has been
have to enlist volunteers," he criticized as "being political
told the Joint Appropriations when I audit, but what would I
and Revenue Committee be called if I had to further sue
Thursday.
Finance Secretary Russell
Atkins said he feels that McClure for payment of a bill
Gov. Julian Carroll's proposed for auditing a pepper warebadget would "subvert" ,his house or a library lease or a
office rather than save money Roberts' road or personal
It's the greatest thing in the world
and make it more independent service contracts?"
to be a Christian.
as Carroll contends.
The references were to hisThe proposed budget would auditS that were criticial of
cut the customary appr- administra-tion policies or-priation by more than 90 procedures.
percent and make the
auditor's office dependent on
Hit Plumbing Plasm Na. Plumbing
helms Na, Pleinb.n Plebs''s Nat Plumbing
fees from agencies it audits.
Pickens Has Plunoing Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing
That, Atkins said, would be
the equivalent of strip minePickers Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing
inspectors depending on coal

operators for their funding or
bank examiners on the banks
they check for their budget.
"Why not appropriate funds
directly to the auditor, unleak
control of the
YEAH the motive is
money?" he said.
. .Why would ,/. a single
agency whose- budget represents only five 10,000ths of the
entire executive budget be
singled out for such a radical
change?"
Atkins said the issue is
simple: "for independence, a
governmental audit agency
cannot be dependent on those
it audits for its revenue."
Several committee members asked if Atkins would be
various
with
satisfied
hypothetical arrangements,
and Atkins indicated that in
most cases he would not be.
Rep. Joe Clarke, DDanville, the committee
chairman, said he wondered
whether the state Finance
Department could assume
responsibility for paying the
auditor's office for all audits it
conducts. There is no state law
requiring agencies to pay the
auditor's offices.
"I'm only going to be in office another year and a half,"
IF I. wASN'T,
Atkins said. "The principle
THINK I'D STAY
goes
beyond that."''
HERE WAR-MAR.
The additor also said that
the amount of money he saved
the taxpayers from one audit
- involving the Pepper
warehouse lease contro-versy
- would have been enough to
pay for the operation of his
agency for the next two years.
"You were first told this
proposal would save the
-general fund $3 million;" he
said. ". . .This• position was

ate dime
VJ

4ies

-140111811

_

YOU 6CfTTA

REMEMBER...

Iligill

Kestoettilloaver

Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing

Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing
Pickens Has Plumbing

Pickens Has Plumbing
Arcadia

AMERICAN
STANDARD

Across From
New City Park

Junk Car Clean Up
The Murray-Galloway County
Jaycees
Are Collecting
Old & Junk Cars
The Car Drive will start this Saturday and ends on
Sunday March 12th.
Cars Are To Be Donated!
No Charge For Pick-Up
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2 Notice

Copunissionor's Salo
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Cir
Court Citizens Bank and Trust.Company Of P
Plaintiff, versus James Richard Walker, Jr, ComCalloway
monwealth of Kentucky, Dept. Of Reven
County Treasurer Defendant.
Notice Of Selo
By virtue of a judgment
order Of sale of the
ed at the January 13
Calloway Circuit Court re
Term thereof 7978, in th •
cause, for the sum of
Two Thousand Eigbt- undred Seventy Eight and
25/100 ($2,878.25llars, Plus interest as shown in
Court Order jiiitil paid and its cost therein I shall
proceed to after for saleat the Court House door in the
Murra entucky to the highest bidder, at public auctis
the 27th day of February 1978, at 1:00 o'clock
,or thereabout, upon a credit of six months, the
following described property, to-wit: Lot No.72 of Unit
No. 1 of Lakeway Shores, Inc. as shown- by the plat
recorded in Plat Book,Ko. 2, page No. 37,infhe office of
the Clerk of the Calloway County Court. For source of
title see micro film.in Book 155,.Cahinet1, Drawer 7,._
Card 1389, in the office of the Clerk ofthe Calloway
County Court.
- For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute
bond, with approved securities, bearing legaj interest
from the day of sale, until paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to
comply promptly with these terms.
Prank L.Ryan
Master Comniissioner Calloway Circuit Court
2 Notice

2. Notice

Would sou fare to ride
ors Church Bari to Surdas School end morning worship services
at

Sinking Spring Baptist Church
for
driver
Bus
February is Bill Crick
489-2521.

10 Business Oisportunity

NANA* MASI
Beautiful
spinet-console
stored locally. Repotted like
new. Responsible'pailY can
take at big savings on low
payment balance. • Write
Joplin Piano, Joplin, Missouri
6*1.

5 Lost And Found
LOST FEMALE blue tick
coon dog, near Hazel.
Call 492-8646.

LOANS AVAILABLE fr
existing business, -new
business start upg, first
and second • mcaigege
loans, signature loans,
up to $25,000, farm loans
some 61
/
2 per cent loans.
All projects considered.
Call 1-502-885-1795
between 3 and 11 p. m.,7
days a week.

15 Articles For Sale
R,EFRIGERATOR
electric stove. Wurlitzer
organ
with Leslie
speakers. Remington
chain saw. Call 753-4865.
8' POOL TABLE. Just
like new. Call 753-4566
between 8:30 and 5.
ELECTRIC HEATER,
4,000 watt four stack
Matthews,$34.99. Wallin
Hard*iire,-Parts.

22 Muslcal
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs, used pianos.
Lonardo Piano Co.
liCrOSS from Post Office,
Paris, Tn.
GIBSON L6-A guitar with
case. Two years old,
excellent condition: Call
7534048.
23 Exterminating

32 Apartments For Rent
NEW TWO BEDROOM
Townhouse apartment.
Range, refrigerator,
dishwasher, disposal,
washer and dryer
hookup, all carpet,
central heat and air.
Call 753-7550.
34 Houses For Rent
FOR RENT - Five room
house, 2 miles North of
Murray. Call 753-4568
between 8:30 and 5.

41 Public )ales
1/
1 2 PRICE RUMMAGE
Sale. Inside 13argvain
Barn, 13th and - Main.
Open Saturday 9:30-2
P.m.
43 Real Estate
JUST LISTED 2 bedroom
frame, recently
redecorated ... very
clean, located on approximately 1 acre lot.
Priced in the teens.
We'd like to hear from
you. That's right, we
would like to hear from
you when you have a
real, estate need. In a
yeti real sense, this
office
is
your
headquarters and our
staff-is here to help you.
Call us at 753-1492 or
stop by your real estate
service center at 1200
Sycamore.

6 Help Wanted
BIBLE FACTS - Son,
SALES LADIES FABRIC
FREE
Sons, Stripes, Healed,
STORE - enjoy the fun
WOOD
FOR
SALE,
Termite/
will
Justified, Faith, Peace,
TWO BEDROOM furand pleasure of working
deliver. Call 4374617..
Patience, Tribulations,
HELP
Inspection
nished, all electric
in a fabric store. There
Holy Ghost, Infirmities,
Certified IT EPA
WANTED
home. I/2 block from
are now openings for
WOOD
FOR
SALE,
$25
Aroma Costly Nome lopoirs
-Sicknesses, TranReferences and
campus.
Retail Salesperson.
qualified _sales ladies in
delivered. Call 4374319.
sgressions, Iniquities,
new
beautiful
_ deposit required. No
a
&LID, commensurate
Chastisement-,- Bruised.
Kelly's Termite
Neecttevroman Fabric 'THERMO-T1LE Inwith experience. Call
Pets. Prefer couples.
• These sixteen words are
Call 753-9829 after 5 p.m.
jor appointment betStore located in the
&
Pest
Control
sulating
tile.
very important in the
ween 9:30 a. m.to 5:30
Central - Shopping
Easy to install. Can be
_.. life,of Christians!. Ifsou,_
Mew mood on/ emoted mar I/
FOUR BEDROOM house,
- center# next to the eine
rows. •••Ipso evoirvet
stapled over sheet rock.
have not yet learned the
from
block
one
Central Twin Theatre.
759-1838
Three patterns to choose
vital importance of
100 South 13th St.
University. Call 753-0430
Ladies replying to this
Phone 753-3514
from,. Economically
these words to your
or 7534208.
ad should have a good
Lumber
priced.
Murray
spiritual life, call 753Roacties,Sliver Fist.
retail background,
Co.,753-3161_
LOCATED SIX miles
0984 for chapter and
TWO BEDROOM house in
and Sirubs
WORLD BOOK - Child
experience in fabrics
southeast of 1 New
rent.
for
verse answers from the
Grove
Lynn
Craft. Sales
repand knowledge Of .15 CUBIC FT. chest
Concord, 185 acres. This
month.,
per
.
$160
HolY_
.-op-_t
resentative wanted. Cal/
sewing, -• Excellent
freezer. Five years old.
__property
has many..
Call
1.
Mareh
Available
Mrs. Copes, 1-898-7877
portunitiest' generous
Excellent condition.
potentials, from farMayfield.
247-0255
Lees Drain Los Mormon
employees
after 5 p.m. 1,13.
benefits and
ming to development.
•Copriort TliOrt•
$150. Call 436-2532.
discounts. Send resume
'S..Inr•SOO
36 For Rent Or Lease
26 TV Radio
Good road access
COOK AND CAR HOPS.
712
Inc.,
Hacmel,
to:
AIR CONDITIONER, BLACK AND WHITE 23"
maintained by the
-Apply- in person Sonic
Broadway,-Kansas City,
1'2,000 BTU. TWO years
I
county. Call John Drive In.
T.V.
console
Call
RCA
Personal
64105.
Missouri
old.$115. Call 7534438.
Neubauer or check with
753-4397 anytime.
Wershouse
interviews will be held
itE14,S0N--IN-TERESTED.our office John C.
Space
ZigirTaNOWIW6
Storage
our
in
IN
management
FOR SALE PIE Safe, FOUR YEAR OLD color
506
Forest
position. Majo corempier 4 drawer chest.
Main St. 753-0101 or 753Motorola TV, $120.
753-4758
III il l
poration expanding in
Three coffee Jrnills,_ ..3
7531.
Excellent shape. Call
Western Kentucky. Call • 14 Want To Buy
- brass lamps._Call 1-362-. . 753-7.765.
Trina's
37 Lirestuig Supuires
-250 ACRE FARM on
for appointment only;
4072 evenings.
WANTED USED wood
27 Mobile Home Sales
Action Wear
black to highway 8 mi.
753-3763.
16
PIGS
FOR
Soohgani• Simi** CoIrter
SALE. Call
knee hole desk in good
n.w. from Murray, Ky.
BURLED CHESTS and 1964 PARKWOOD,10 x 51.
436-5454.
condition. Call 759-1335.
MANAGER FABRIC
175 acre,' in croplandhand carved tables and
Good condition. $2100.
.
_ .
STORE - Opportunity
desk from Mainland!' Call 753-3855.
GRAIN?fl)STERS,70 - has 20 acre water shed
for a mature woman in a
lake. Can be used for
CASH PAID for old gold,
China.
Brase
cents per peuriddressedIf You
managerial capacity.
/
2 baths, 3
general farming or
gold rings, old eye
camphorwood, velvet or 1971 12 x 65 11
weight, 83 cents cut,
Must have a gob retail,
bedroom,"'unfurnished.
developed
as mini fidIns
NeecLThem:
glasses and dental gold:.
silk lined __drawers.
wrapped and frozen.
background, ability to - Call 759-1613 after 6
Call 753-9570.
heasonably priced
Call 489-2231.from 6-3 - and water Arent lake
Fire
753-1441
supervise_ personnel-and
lots. Possession with
_ o'clock.
financing available. The
.p.m.
Police
-153-.1621
•
/
2
a -knowledge of sewing.
1975 12 x h0-3 bedroom,11
deed. Priced $700.00 per'
reen
Door,
.P*kekE!nd
fescue'
153-6951
38 Pets Supplies
Please send resume to:
bath. 'All electric.
-acre. Claude L. Miner;
WANT TOx. BUY youth
Center
on
Chestnut.
Ambulance
753-9331
Central air. Cab 437Harmel, Inc., 712
Realtor 753-5064 phones
bed, must be in good
AKC TOY POODLE,
Hospital
Broadway, Kansas City,
753-3059. Office over
condition. Call 767-4252.
4654.
puppies. 5 weeks old.
Emergency
FOR SALE
153-5T-31
Missouri 64105.. Personal
Rexall Drug Store.
$65.00 and $70.00. Call
Humane Society
bedroom,
interviews will be. held
THREE
x
58
12
WANT TO BUY crib must
iiiswommmEN
5274503. •
751 3535
new • be in sturdy condition.
in '
our
all electric furnished.
Portion! & Thurman
toMpreirensire
Neediewarnan -Fabrics - • Call- 767438a. - •••
$3700. CaU 402486&.•
AMERICAN ESKIMO Insurance i Reel Estate
Care
_ 753411
Store, located in he
pups UKC -registered,,,
Thornton
1974
DOUBLEWIDE
Poison Control
Central Shopping Center
' Southold* Court Square
753-7581
WANT
TO
BUY
John
_
Six
weeks old. Solid Tile
trailer,
24
x
44,
all
Senior Citizens
neit to the Cine Central Murray, Unlucky
153-0929
Deere fawn mower. fo,'
white. $45.00 each. Call
electric.
Unfurtilsed
Twin Theatre in about
Needline .
12 or 14 horse. Call 435& Marble
153-NEED
753-4451
436-2215
after
4:30
p.m.
except for stove utnd
two weeks.
ammoilmommim
4429.
leainTilead
612 So. 9th
753-111S
refrigerator. Call 7537474.
GOOD USED MOBILE 16 Home Furnishings
Day Time
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
O VE AND ORANGE 29. Mobile home Rentals
Waitress
15. Articles For Sale
Danish modern 4 piece TWO BEDROOM house LIMITED TRAVEL
trailer and 3 bedroom
room groupe.
family
Only
SALE.
FIREWOOD FOR
We are manufacturer% of chemical specialties for the industrial, inhouse trailer. Both real
Good condition. $125.
Apply in person at
Quick delivery, $15.03
stitutional and commercial markets.
753-9809.
Call
nice.
753-8071.
Call
Hickory
and up. All
Pagliai's
If you are a hard worker with a strong desire to succeed,(odes exavailable. Call 759-1701.
o
ienc
perience
ee optional) we will invest our time and money to help you
trailer
BEDROOM
matTWO
KING SIZE bed
successful.
BELTONE FACTORY
for rent at Shady Oaks.
tress and box springs.
Our
senior
salesmen earning 011.000 to $46,000.
batteries.
Wallis
fresh
Call 489-2533.
Stearns & Foster, exDrug Store, Murray,Ky.
$300
to
$350
weekly draw and incentives against liberal conunission.
cellent condition, clean.
Expense allowance while training. Excellent fringe benefits.
Wanted:
Call 753-1272.
MOBILE HOME spaces
$95. Call 753-9567 after 5.
Management opportunity.
Cherry P[e Lovers
for 'families., Coach
Send resune to:
bring your love to
Fox
and
Estates
FIVE PIECE dinette set.
DMA 101010111011111/CAL
McDonald's on Mon`PA ION SIM
South 16th,
Meadows,
condition:
good
Very
FIRED
DARK
WESTERN
MOW TOIL sem
day, Feb. 20th and
753-3855.
753-3383.
Call
$50.
TOBACCO GROWERS
buy one of our
Or Oros td
uoarsipst
• ASSC.
18. Sewing
delicious hot cherry
TRAILER FOR RENT.
An equal opportmity employer.
pies and receive a
Newly decorated
Call 474-8805.
HOUSE OF Thousands in
532 sq.ft.
second one free.
Fox Meadows on South
George
office space for rent.
Celebrate
MOBILE HOMES and
16th St. Now In Stock.
Utilities furnished
birWashington's
mobile home spaces for
Columbia_ Minerva
plenty of
thday with usand enrent, at Riviera Courts.
Orlon
acrylic
yarns
in
4
parking space.
joy a tasty cherry
Call 753-3280.
ply worsted weight,
Phone 753-3341 or
treat. Offer good only
sports
weight,
also
baby
Business Rentals
30
753-3342
at Murray Mcand fingering weight.
Donald's.
FOR RENT
Many pattern books and
IV*do it all for you
leaflets. Over 30 designs
17 x 80 Building in
in painted latch hook
Dixieland
Center
FINE COUNTRY LIVING
WHAT WE do best is
canvas. Complete color
Available March 1,
Rare opportunity to own property overlooking
care. NEEDLINE, 753tine of pre-cut or skein
1978. Complete with
the lovely manicured Murray Country Club golf
6333.
naurs
rug yarn. All ,types
air conditioning and
course. Three bedroom brick home with many
embroidery
and
heat. Call 753-4041
extras including fireplace, full basement which
BELTDNE HEARING
1117 lab is ideal for workshop or recreation room, atneedlepoint. Complete
Murray, Ky.
Aid Sales. Free Service
tached garage and breezeway. All this at an
line of accessories for all
32 Apartments For Rent
on all makes. Open 9-1
ideal location. Priced in the low 30's. Additional
Needlearts. 15 per cent
THREE SMALL apardaily, Monday-Friday.
acreage may be purchased adjoining Country
Senior Citizen discount.
tments. Electric heat.
Beltone of Benton, 1200
Club golf course. Owners want offer so phone us
Also professional
Easy to heat. $50 per
1973 Cadillac Coupe DeVille, all the extras, exPoplar St., Benton, Ky.
today!
monogramming done by
month each. Call 436tra nice.
Phone 527-8463.
Eva. Phone 753-3855.
2427.
19 Farm Equipment
1974 NeroarY Montego,4 door
FURNISHED
APART4430 TRACTOR with 20.8
Dance To
1173 hick, Extra nice, new car trade in.
MENT 1 bedroom, very
duals.' 1300 hours.
close to campus. Call
Kentucky
18'
disc,
Crouse
car
air,
one
1974
Chevrolet
Vega,
new
owner,
753-8742 after 5 p.m.
Jones
hydraulic fold. Call after
711 Main
trade in.
Ph. 753-1222
Saturday
5, 753-4503.
ONE BEDROOM furGeorge Gallagher 753-9121 Geri Andersen 753-7932
Feb. 18, 1978
1971 lodge 9 passenger Wagon, double power
nished apartment
4028 JOHN DEERE
lorry Patterson 412-13112
Bill Keppered 753-1222
suitable for married
and air.
tractor. 1972 model. Call
couple or single. Call
lilt Raybere 753-4474
753-2347.
POST NO.45
753-4808.
1971 ledge Monaco,4 door,extra nice.
Near Paris Landing
TD 14 DOZER with low
double power and air, new
1971_ liodito Charger,
State Parit
boy in good condition.
_
,
car trade in.
For $10,000. Call 901-2352704.
1972 Ohismoldie Cutlass S Coupe, double power
4 In Memory
Sports Equipment
20
and air, new car trade in.
Assistant Director for the Mayfield Community
for
sale.
MAGNUM
357
Development
Agency.Some experience with housing
JUNE 8, 1976, God took
19111 Pontiac Grand Prix, double power and air.
Call 436-2635.
my loving Valentine
or building is desirable: Ability to work with low and
(Odie) home to live with
moderate income families and minorities essential.
Good clean %lied cars needed
20 GAUGE Ithaca pump
him. I loved him and
Call
753gun.
Like
new.
The Agency is willing to do extensive training in the
miss him so much, but
1208.
God loved and needed
public housing sector field for the right individual.
him more. Odie left me6
Applications may be obtained by contacting the
'children, 8 ill-laws, 11
Olds Puttee Cadiesie
FOR SALE Baby Grand
Mayfield
Community Development Agency, City
grandchildren, 9 great
piano.Interested parties
Hall,
grandchildren to love
Mayfield,
KY., 42066, Ph. No. 502-247-0626. ApSatkifrod usiorners Are Our
only. Call 1-362-4072.
and,call my Valentines.
or,orre
plications
will
be
accepted through March 3,1978.
Thank God through --PIANO ACCORDIAN,full
"MAW OPPortallil EffsPlellr...11/17_
1101Wesi Mein 753-1J/1
Jesus for them all. Mrs. "
size. 120 base. Like new.
Odle(Ola)Morris.
$75. Call436-4192.

I

Ns's.

".•>.

COLOR PORTRAITS,
OIL _
bring u -OUrt -Rit•extraProducts.
Contact
copies. Made. from any
Holman Jones,217 South
size into any size.
Wallets low as 74 cents, 8' lath-phone 753-3128.
I 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
BELTONE FACTORY
753-0035. Free parking
fresh batteries. Wallis
lot, use our rear enDrug Store Murray Ky.
S4_753-1272. '
•-•

NOTICE
The application of Heritage Broadcasting
Company, Inc. for a new standard broadcast
- station at Murray, Kentucky, was-tendered-for
filing with the Federal Communications Commission on June 30, 1976. The application
requests a construction permit for.a new Class
II-B standard broadcast station to operate
it/Mime on a frequency of 1000 kHz with a power
of 250 watts. The proposecLtransmitter site will
be located on Poor Farm Road, 0.5 mile west of
U. S. Hwy. 6_41, with antenna height of 876 feet
AMSL. The proposed main studio will be located
at 507 North 13th Street in Murray. The officers,
directirs and/or 10% stockholders of the ap--plieant are Thomas L. Walker,Kenneth C.Imes,
and Bethel Richardson. A copy of the application
and related material are on file for public inspection during normal business hours at J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home, 201, S. 3rd Street,
Murray,Kentucky.

your
hotline
to bigger
sales
results
werray
Ledger 8c Times

Phone-753-1916
4

55 Gallon
Drums
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51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered
ELECTRIC
WIRING'
FOR RFAI KRTATK4ai TWO BEDROOM frame
FOR PLOWING. discing
s ts PIN , automatic, -INSULATION- BLOWN-in--home ancrindustrtal air
house in Stella. Coal 753'78 - Contact KOPbushogging or blade
by
Sears
save
on
these
31,000 miles. One owner.
conditioning, and
9396.
Individual
Purchaser
work in and around
PERUD KEALTY 753high heat and cooling
Excellent condition.
refrigeration,
heating.
wants to buy form.
Murray call 436-5678 or
1222. January and SIXTY-FOUR- acres of
bills.
Call
Sears
753-2310
$1195. 1803 College Farm
Call 474-8841.
Reply to Box 32U.
753-8487. Good time to
February sales indicate
for free estimates.
good farmland for sale.
Rd.
have your driveway
a very active year in the
WILL HAUL driveway
This is located in Graves
graded!
real estate market. Let
GUTTERING
BY
Sears,
rock, lime, sand and
County. Farm has two
1967 FORD Falcon Sport
us assist you in selling
Sears Continuous gutdecorative rock. Also
large grain storage bins, EXECUTIVE HOME IN
Coupe. Four speed.
your home and-or
ters installed per your
grain
hauling available.
tobacco barn with side
good
engine,
Excellent
GATESBOROUGH CUSTOM FUMING
locating a fine new home
specifications.
Call
sheds, tool house, two
Call Roger Hudson, 753Prints, photographs, water
tires. Contact Jim Call,
This
home
has
in 1978. We have 5 fullSears
75V310
for
free
etc Reasonable prices.
colors,
bedroom house and is
4545 or 753-6763.
753-7356.
everything for comSatisfaction guaranteed For
time sales professionals
estimates.
fenced. This is located
odonnation call 753-4478 betfortable, convenient
to assist you in any type
ween 9 and 5-30.
LICENSED ELECon a good gravel road
1975
VW
SCIItINCO
Call
.
family living. Many
real estate transaction.
CHANGE
14IA1
`
TRICIAN
tad
gas
inonly one mile - from
753-0093„after 5-p.m. •
outstanding features
Why not give us a call at
'damaged "iarnorf16'a
srillation
will
do
blacktop state road.
heat
pump,
including
753-1222. Kopperud
specious
addition.
53 Feed And Seed
plumbing,
heating
and
Thinking of buying a
BRONCO
4
x
4
1968 FORD
lovely
large
and
Remodeling, repairs,
Realty makes buying
sewer cleaning. Call 753farm, then you will want
RED TOP HAY for sale.
with PTO Wedge on
in
den,
fireplace
and selling real estate
aluminum siding,
7203.
to consider this one. Call
Call 492-8422.
front. 11900. Can be seen
spacious 2 car garage, 3
roofing, aluminum
easy for you.
Bob Rodgers,753-7116 or
Wheel
Hooks
at
bedrooms, 2k1 baths,
54.
Free Column
awnings. Call 437.4338.
WILL DO babysitting in
John C. Neubauer,
Alignment, North 4th
tastefully decorated
tun
home.
Reasonable
FREE
GREY 9 month old
Realtor,
:105
-Pain
St.
LOCATED
IN
Street, Murray.
throughout. We feel this
D
A-Nti
CONJ
rates. Call 753-0762.
kitten. Friendly, good
7534141-er-253-1531.
PANORAMA SHORES
is„.the best home;in the
TRACTORS, building,
with children. Call after
4:::
Z1t0 1976 VEGA Hatchback
2 lots & 10 x 52 trailer,
mid 50's on today's
• © 1978 United Fealtre Sync/gale, Inc
remodeling, . repairs,
5:30 753-0080 ask for
with alt. Excellent
2-17
complete with furniture, TWO NEW 3 bedroom
market. Let us tell you
aluminum siding,
Christi.
condition. J1595_71_1103
water, underpinned,
brick veneer homes.
more about it! .Phone
roofittig.__.,F.rom the
College Farm Rd.
concrete-walk & porch
F.IITHE
baths. Fulton Young
OOTE3ALLSEASOWFIA1
BEEN
KOPPE.RUD REALTY,smallest to the most
FiiiE TWO white kitwith iron railings.
Realty,753-7333.
753-1222 anytime.
• OVER FOR WEEK5. WHEW ARE `fOU
complete Os. Call 437tens. Approximately 9
Pricedwat19,000. Call or
GOING 'TO START1:1711ERIN& AGAIN?"IntVEGA Hatehback att. 4338.
auntivrintvia
weeks old. Call 753-6315.
condition, automatic,
„
come by 105 N. 12th, 3$....ACRE..development
Company Ine.$400. Cal/436-2532
•
49 used Cars & Trucks
Boyd Majors Real
"pfotiedir:Zood location
dition sales and serWATCH AND CLOCK
FREE TWO MALE part
Waldrop Realty
Estate, 753-8080.
water and sewer.Frame
vice. Modern sheet
1177 MONTE - CARLO
repairing, All work
German
Shepherd
1976
244
TON
GMC
truck
house on
-In Business
---tanclau, one owner, all
metal
department.
puppies ,10 weeks old.
Riviera
STifir,
8500
Series.
427
---Roanallteet°10
property. Fulton Young
Guy
Spain
Real* - power, air, AM-FM
Since 1956- .
Larry
Cl. Call 759-1231. „
Very coldly. Will make
Wisehart,
engine. V-8, S. speed-2
Realty,753-7333.
LOOKING FOR that
"Yaw Key People
753-5646
stereo,8 track, excellent
nice pets. Call 753-3994
Phone 75IPresident.
speed,
lift
gate,
17
ft..
In
Real
Estate"
on
build
- special lot to
condition. Call 753-2414
vaiklig_twea.Fbcroupnto LICENSED ELEC9290. after 5 p.m. ---753-1724
GOODS= ROOM home.
this spring? Look no
or 759-1511V:;- =°:------ --'--;t*11.753-4389.
• TRIVIA! prompt ef901
Sycaeart_
_
Mersey,
Ky.
EIGHT
ACRES
iifitt4
747.7
.
,
'
•
Gas
catearin
-attached.
LO"
-Garage-.--further!
ficient service. No job
miles West of Midway
Canterbury
heat. Near Southside
lovely
1972
PICKUP.
Call
too small. Call Ernest
1969
FORD
;
2
.....bvowner.
FOR
SALE on Ky. 1828. Very good ,F06,44
Estates we have an ideal_ _ Sli0PPin&---r4Vt'r• 1106
350
437-4289. -7
While,153-0805.
•
Chevrolet
building
splendid
pickup.
and
Pogue'Ave.Only $17,000.
house and 3.3 scres 2
lot for a split level. Take
*PRESCRIPTIONS
envie,
sites.
410
foot
automatic,
frontage._tnika...._fram.........paa_mitystER station
a look at this lot located---0aBinray- -Realty, 505
eilasrmla SUPPLIES FOR Rffei .ANDSAti
492-8702.
radio,
topper;
new
812,000.
Call
Modern 2 bedroom fully
wagon; Power brakes,
now. Call Sears 753-2310
at 1514 Oxford Drive - fain Street,753-5842.
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
Call 1-362-4072. - _carpet0 WititfireplacC,. _steering, air., looks and
can Linda Drake.
then
for iree:Astinndini. .for
4101.1.1STIR OSTOMY PRODUCTS
SPIC
& SPAN.- Very neat
Built-in appliances. Lots
runs good. $300. Call 7537634492 or come by our
your needs.
ONE
OWNER
1972
three bedroom brick
of
cabinets
and
closets.
8127.
office for further
Wont to rent row crop
Plymouth
Satellite, FOR
home with central heat
Patio overlooking
details. Be ready to
INSULATION
land, also tobacco base.
and.
,
Phclne
7
P-5Z78`
MUSTANG.
1450.
lake....-131*1-.<
-1107,
Acki_tetl.norflaefi8.
this
.
-4.041,94
build
sPriEtig- -ROA
air
Reply to Box 322.
thwest of Murray.
suitable for horse er
Call 436-2294.
Purchase Inaulatitin-,1
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
1965 MUSTANG hard
.."
75 020;._
505 Main St. -7534101-or -Phone-RDRPEFt-U-D
4PEK WEEKDAYS
top. Automatic, air
REALTY,.
storage
V.W.,
engine
has
.753-1222
building
and
1971
for
_
753-7531.
•Hosiittaf
shop. All on beautifully.
c°ndlli-tr' taPe
.21aff,,
information on a.p
5,000 miles. New tires,
----SEPTIC -TANK-RUMNEW LISTING - Nei! _
• s
ts0001 shape. W
'
U "Lit homes listed for gale
randscaped
Wooded
'
heeds
transmission
PING:
Residential
and
the university on a quiet,
-"s
- hi.I Sal. 1-2:30 '
Calls
753-3272. °
68 Amps located east of .. through the' Murrayacres. Priced. low 40's.
work.$300. Call 753-0745.
--commercial.-Rex Camp,
tree-shaded street is this
.
*Hair
Gift
'Shaves
on ., Calloway --Cou-n-ty
Puryear.,...- Tn.
- - Call 753-9850.
3 bedroom bridx_rane
2601StStreet
1977 FORD F150, 4 x 4,351 1757 CHEVR0try ---Tha493
blacktop road. This can
Multiple Listing Serhome just waiting for
pickup truck. Call 437- GENERAL HOME
Call this number after 5:00 to assure
engine,
power,
AM-FM
be bought for less than
vice:
your family. Fully,
radio, white sport .4701 or 4374505.
remodeling, framing,
prompt service next -day---753-3685 $600.00 per acre. About
The Phone
carpeted- -througlout,
wheels,
air,
automatic,
aluminum
siding
and
REALTORS
55 acres are tendable.
anil
night-appointments,
home has living _room;
Number In
'lock in 1100
fires. Hubs, era IsUICA Riviera,fully
gutters.
1-354-8951
"Nearly 75 per cent of the
dining room, large den -equippedam Chevrolet
tool box op side-..Call 489or 1-3694896.
farm has good barb wire
wit *bun-dant storage 4 wheel drive, fully
2666.
C-;
°
John
;
areas. Phone ,KOPCongratotations To
-equipped, wide tires-and
WET BASEMENT? We
For MI Your
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
PEUD REALTY, 753wheels.Call474-2384.
make
wet
basements
Smith & Jones
1975
GMC
Pickup
High
Main St., 753-0101 - 753South 12th at Sy cams%
Real [slate Needs
1222 or come by our
dry, work completely
Sierra, air conditioned.
7631.
of
TELEPHONE 75110101
Conveniently located
Is
guaranteed. Call or
Automatic,
power 1976 WHITE OLDS
office in the White House
Loretta
Jobs
Realtors
Cutlass, 2 door hardtop,
write' Morgan Con- ,- steering- and brakes.
Building, 711 Main forloeal,
low
mileage.
Call
struction
Co.,
}hide
2,
miles.
actual
all your real estate
753-8766.
,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
$3975. Call753_79920 or
FREE
needs.
42001. Phone day or
753-3000.
20 MILE
1968 FORD GALARIE,
night 442-7026.
JS" N. Poplar-Bentor
DELIVERY
automatic,- "tower_
197S DATSUN; 4-door.
753-0984
As.. air shape.-Spare"- _ steering, 302..V4 motor. ALL TYPES backhoe and
Good gas mileage.
septic tank work. Field
and complete set of new
Ashley wood stove - tile lines installed, 28
tires. $2395. Also •1967
After Routs
without jac.ket. Call 436years
experience.
Roared ond reedy. Up to 12 24. Also barn style, offices, cottages,
Thunderbird, excellent
759-1716
mobile home ed-ons, and patios, or U•BUILLI, pre-cut completely ready
2204.
Licensed through Health
527-1468 753-962S
shape, new radial tires,
to assemble up to 24 t 60. Iluy the best for less.
Department. Call Rex
51 Services Offered
$750. Call 753-7765.
44. Lots For Sale
Camp, 753-5933.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
DRIVEWAYS and
ANOTHER
NEW
MOST
DE
LE
1971 GMC pickup. With
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
parking areas white
usiwg -Hoq..se and
cedar shade lake front
topper. •Exeslien t
Free
and
graded.
exterior: Also- dry wall
rocked
14 acres located 31,2
cottage on beautiful
condition. Call 753-369,
miles southwest-44--large
estirnateir7CHVOrt77-Troghtitriirlows exwooded -10t7'
Garrison; 753-5429 after
perience. Call 436-2563,
OU MIS%
Murray. Home is.
Located in Ponderosa
1970 PONTIAC BonRalph Worley.
4 p. m.'
remodeled with new
What a combination of names - But it's true Subdivision
near
neville, 455 engine. Can
central heal and air,
Glenda
Smith & Brenda Jones have been
Aurora, Ky. Redwood
be seen E22 Fox CUSTOM Upholstery.
FOR YOUR septic tank
fireplace in greatroom,
recognized as Associates of the Month for
and paneled interior has
Meadows. Call 75914951.
Free estimates. Call 436and backhoe work
attached breezeway,and
January-Glenda & Brenda listed and/or sold a
cathedral windows
2786.
needs. Also septic tank
total of $235,200.
garage, and completely
facing lake, attractive
1977 CHEVROLET 4
cleaning. Call John
Congratulations
new throughout, Home
upstairs loft bedroom,
wheel drive, 12,0110. HAVING TROUBLE
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
Smith & Jones!
still needs carpet laid
downstairs
bedroom,
actual miles. $5100. Call
getting those small
46-5348.
and trim- work comliving-dining,
kit- • 753-5948.
plumbing jobs done?
pleted. Phone KOPchenette, bath and
tall 753-6614.
Then
PERUD REALTY, 753utility. Furnished, ready
1979 FORD VAN 1222 or visit our office at
to enjoy. For sale by
customized, -40,000
KIRBY - New, rebuilt
711 Main. We are
owner - pre-season
miles, automatic shift,
starting et $45.00.
In 1773...
working hard to provide
price. Call 527-3664.
SHARP. Call 753-6328.
Complete Service. Call
Saturday, Feb. 25,10:00 A. M., 1978
the best possible real
$2500.00.
Mike Hutchens, 753-3316.
46
Homes
For
Sale
It's Going To Happen
estate service for you
Rain or Shine
4
THREE BEDROO" on
Again... Watch
GREAT ROOM for great
Dexter,
Kentucky
South 13th Street. With 1
For It.
people. Economically
acre of land, garage
Sale will be held ea the farm 3% miles East of Dexter. Turn East off Highway
built home...fireplace
behind houte. Call 753(Murray and Benton Highway) at loiter safe Highway 1346. No 3 miles and
641
with heatalator, heat
8541.
Warehouse space available, CHEAPER than
turn South onto Nelson Reed,% to sale. Tam West off Highway 94 and proceed 6
pump; central electric
owning your own,PLUS; no utilities, insurance,
miles to Nelson Road. Watch for sale arrows.
heat and air, S bedroom BY OWNER: 3 large
taxes or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION
bedrooms, 11
/
2 baths, all
Mr. Ed Vaughn has sold his Dairy Fans sad is Dispersing his Farming Equipment.
'and'!"full baths...Many
with complete privacy and easy access.
carpet, drapes, central
other extras...priced in
heat and air, large lot,
Call 753-3744 days
the 30's. Call 753-1492
1206 Int. tractor-turbo;& duals(good),72I1 Caw Comfort King tractor, New Idea
fenced backyard, many
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
mounted
2 row corn picker, Int. 4 row corn planter No. 56 (planted 200 acres),
or
753-7618 nights
extras. 2 miles from'
Athens hydraulic fold wing disc (1'), 500 gallon wheel sprayer, Brillion 12'
Murray off 121 S.
cultipacker (wheel model - 4" axle) used on only 200 acres, Thrifty 4 row
$37,000. 753-9732 or 762cultivator, 119 chLsel plow with guage wheels, Case 4 wheel trailer with hoist,
6970.
electric 4 wheel trailer with hoist, Case 4 x 14 plow, Mayrath elevator 26'(Excellent),
1963 -2 Ton (New Short Block)(Metal Bed, Grain& Stock Racks with
FOR SALE BY OWNER
Ford
2 row cultivator, Anhydrous applicator, Barrell Bracket for Ford,
Hoist),
two bedroom_ brick
spray carrier, creep feeder, mineral feeder,2 keetles,miscellaneous items.
horned Carpet, drapes,
central heat and air with
SeeingI. liellevieg. Ysel
10' x 12' storage
Wye to soli this beautiful
building. Three miles
hems it 1300 &tweed te apRegular t239 95
North of Mayfield. Call
preciate We queSty croft,
TM* WARILY
REDUCED-IMMEDIATE SALE
meship, ieetorimis & fb_Murray after 71 p.m.759-.
For more information contact...
lures. lielosivo feelers' hiThis is a home-that offers generous living space,
radio-intercom,
ded.
a comfortable deo to relax in, a family size kit48 Automotive Service
flropleco sad esteseetic elms
In Box
1
chen loaded with extras, 2 baths for added conkits. let es show rim this
Route 1, Dexter, Ky., Pho. 502-437-4419 or...
BARGAIN: CAR batvenience. Central heat and air. Try To Match
lovely 3 bedroom,2 both brich
teries,
Willard
brand,
2
342,300.
sees.
Wily
bean
This For Only $34,900.00. Come by and let us
3 Cycle Automatic
year guarantee, $20.99;
show you this, lovely 3 bedroom brick home
3 years guarantee,
_
TODAY.
824.99; 4 year guaranaid
hiserseco
The Mese
tee, $26.36; 5 year
led btoto Ac', lec. bus
Also Shop Complete Lines Of Quasar Eleaguarantee, $30.99; 5
provided ever a goortor of e
ironies And Name Bread Furniture
year
seelory of certioisees movies.
guarantee,
Martin E. Alexander, Auctioneer Lie. No. Si
If Teo used so "ordeal .fre
maintenance free,
Martin, Tenn.
Phone 5874244
OFF. 239 University St.
deteredes the velure of peer
107;31-60;s
$34.99. Wallin HardWendell Alexander
property or lemma to
Night: Marvin E. Alexander Terry Oliver
ware, Paris.
THE PROFESSIONAL OFFICE WITH THE FRIENDLY TOUCH"
pretest Toe, please cot
364-2855
364-2105
587-4568
FURNITURE WAREHOUSE
9 Used Cars & Trucks
We're worthy for your
, Women ihrepskire 753-8277
Aisdra Moody 753-9934
soliefedierd
Highway 611 N.
'‘
B. S. Hook 753-2317
Borieese Envie 153.4136
1970 VW BEETLE. Good
Professimalized Service Nes Calmed More Pestle to Sell The Alexander Way
-. 753-3263 Anytime
Reuben Moody 753-9436
Newer Maier 753-7519
condition. Call 753-2691.
aewwwwsimir
43 Real Estate
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49 Used Cars & Trucks

51. Services Offered
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WALLIS DRUG

Hombuckle's Barber Shop

Murray

759-1707
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The Nelson
Shroat Co.,
Realtors

QURETY

The
Boston
Tea Party

PUBLIC AUCTION

ATTENTION BUSINESSES

SHOPPERS SPECIAL

Whirlpool

AUTOMATIC

Washer

DRYER

This will be an Open Sale
If you have equipment to sell, then bring it.

$ 4800

Mr. Clyde(Ed) Vaughn, Owner

228"

DUNN'S

BOYD-MAJORS
ESTATE
REAL

ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE
& AUCTION SALES

0.
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Stock Market

Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. McDaniel Dies

Ws:Wind-ester Is -funeral Saturday
Deal Chapel -

- .•

• Rites Here Sunday

Planned Saturday

For Mrs. Murdock

Mrs. William S. ( Ola Jones)
Murdock of Murray Route
Seven, Lynn Grove community, died Wednesday at
7:45 p.m. at the Maplewood
Home,
Farms Nursing
Mayfield. She was 85 years of
age.
The deceased-was a lifetime
-member of the Beech Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. Born May 20, 1892, in
Graves County, she was the
daughter of the late William
Jones and Ada Wingo Jones.
She and her husband, who
survives, were married Feb.
28, 1916.
Mrs. Jones is survived by
her husband; William_ 'S.
Murdock, now at Maplewood
Farms; one daughter, Mrs. G.
B. (Maydell) Seay, Rockford,
PI,' taro sons,'talviTr fodur•-dock, Cherryville, N C., and
Max Murdock, Detroit, Mich.;
two sisters, Mrs. Myrtle
Turner and Mrs. Erma
Jackson, Mayfield; two
brothers, B. G. Jones,
• Mayfield, and Boyd R. Jones,
Detroit, Mich.; nine grandchildren. The funeral Will be held
Saturday-ad one-p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
0. T. (Bill) Arnett officiating
and 'Mrs.- Oneida White as
soloist and organist. Burial
will follow in the Beech Grove
Cemetery.
may call at the- *Friends Insay -call- at the
funeral-tomewfter four pm. (funeral home.
• Saturday. ' -------C--

Rites-On -Saturday Mother Of Murray
For Cliesley *rams - Woman- Dies With
A
Seirvces for Chesley B.
Rites Saturday
Adams of Fern Terrace Lodge
will be held Saturday at 10:36
a,m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
• Haile with Bro. John Dale
officiatinga,The song service
singers from the
will be
•Green-Plain Church of Christ.
Burial will follow', in the
Sinking Spring cemetery. •
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six -p.m.
tonight(Friday).
Mr. Adams, age 78, died
Wednesday at 6:40 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a member of
the Union Grove Church of
Christ.
He is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Faustine
Walker, Murray Route Eight,
and Mrs. Gus Morgan,
Bridgeton, Mo.; two sons,
David, Portland, Orgon, and
Eugene, Highland Park,
Mich.; two sisters, Mrs. Iva
Ray, St. Louis, Mo., and Mrs.
Charles Miller, Murray; four
brothers, Cleburne, Murray,
Hollis, Akron, Ohio, Connie,
Aurora, and Hugh, Portand,
Ohio; seven grandchildren;
four great grandchildren.
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LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 354.4,
down 0.1.
Below dam 303.5.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.4,
down 0.1.
Below dam 317.1, down 1.1.
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Mrs. Eva Mai McDaniel of
Gulf Oil .
Ge°64eh.
1.44
24% um
-%
401 North Fifth Street, IBM
Pennwalt
114%
vac
two
Murray, died Thursday at
Quaker Oats
21% +kr
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway Tappan
6% -f-)4
Union
Western
111% unc
was
82
She
County Hospital.
Zenith Radio
13 unc
years of age and the wife of
otatock
of
Prim
died
in
localinteraatalnoon
who
Unie McDaniel
EDT, today, furnished to the laxiger
1975.. .
Times by Phut of Ittchigan, Corp., of
was
a
MirraY,areasfolknra:
Murray
woman
The
_ ....
member of the Seventh and Hetliein Inc
X% we
45% +4
Poplar Church of Christ. Born McDonald,Corp
Systems
14% +%
Ponderosa
June 18, 1895, she was the Kimberly Clark
42% +%
M% +n
daughter of the late Monroe Union Carbide
22 unc
W.R.Grace
Gantt
Jones and Theora
M%'sic
Texaco
. 45;4 .%
General Elec.
Jones.
1144 As
Mrs. McDaniel is survived BarlettaPacific
2444 -44
22 -%
by one daughter, Mrs. Joe
irk Afts,
Jim %leers
(Dorothy) Parker, and her' - Kirsch
II% une
WA +%
husband, Joe! parker, 2012 Disney
-r-r•Irs,-.•••••••• „Mum
College Farm Road, Murray; —Wendy*
one sister, Mrs. Steve Duncan,
Allen Park, Mich.; three
brothers, Alvin, Holman-'-and-'---Lowell Jones* all of Murray;
grandson, Sammy
one
Parker, Gallatin, Tn.; one
granddaughter, Mrs. Cindy
Lowe, Hartsville, Tn.; - twoBro. Luther A. May, pastor
great grandchildren, Wendy
of the Murray Seventh-Day
and Melody Parker.
The funeral will be held Adventist Church, Murray,
Saturday at tkiee_ii.m., at the will speak -on "The Christian
chapel of the Max Churchill Home" at the 9:15 a.m.
Funeral liame•with Bro...John worship service on. -1111,avo3ay.„
Dale officiating. The song Feb. 18. The church is located
service will be by singers from at South 15th and Sycamore
the Seventh and Poplar Streets, Murray.
This sermon_ will- be in obCtlikr-elY Barja1- will follow in
servance of Christian Home
the Palestine Cemetery.
Friends may call at the Week this coming week. Bro.
May said "the importance of
funeral home.
the fainilyls.betncreaffirrnell
,\..iszoti
i today's society." ,He said
•
'ologicat facturi-Pie131414I
-Dits
entered
process for
since 1975 the U. S. Bureau of
the Census has detected an
increase in the birth rate
the first time sling )959_,
bringing the family unit
closer."
In the Sabbath School
Paul , Blalock, prominent followingihe-churelriervice
farmer and dairyman of on Satiiidli,--the topic of
Murray Route Four,. died, discussion will be "Trust in
Thursdh at four p.m. at the the Creator" with the scripBaptist Hospital, Nashyille, ture being Iron% Matthew 6:33.
Tn. He was61 years of age and
The pastor invites all
his_death followed an illness of members and the public to
several weeks.
attend the worship services on
Mr. Blalock was a member Saturday.
of the Green Plain Church of
Christ. Born Sept. 11, 1916, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of Essie Bell Blalock, who
survives, and Dr. Elijah R.
Blalock who died in 1933. •
A shower for Mr. and Mrs.
The Calloway man is survived by his wife, Mrs. Bobbie Steve Henderson will be held
White Blalock, to whom he Tuesday, Feb. 21, at seven
was married on Dec. 18, 1937; p.m. at the community room
mother, Mrs. Essie Blalock, of the Murray Federal
Westview Nursing Home, Savings and Loan, Seventh
Murray; two daughters* Mrs. and Main Streets, Mutray.
James (Paula) Hill, Calvert —Ittrileilderg4311 couple lost City, and Mrs. Allen (Gwyn) their home and contents by
Kerns, Dixon, Tn.; one son, fire on Tuesday, Feb. 7, about
Robert Blalock, Broad Street, 8:30 a.m. They resided near
Murray,. two brothers, Pat Draffenville. Mrs. Henderson
Blalock, University City, Mo., is the former Debbie Crick,
and James H. Blalock, 311 daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
North 10th Street, Murray; six Wade Crick of Murray Route
grandchildren, Robyn and Two. They are residing in a
David Hill, Brett, Shannon, trailer until they can rebuild
and Leslie Kerns, and Amy their home.
For information persons
Scott.
may call Mrs. David Crick,
Funeral services will be 753-3137, or Mrs. Earl Wade
held Saturday at two p.m. at Crick, 753-7997.
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"Christian Home"

Theme Of Se'rmon,

Adventist Church

Shower Planned For
Henderson Couple

Bro. John Dale officiating.
Interment will follow in theMurray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the

The Murray ledger & Times tries to correct promptly any errors
in fact or clarify any misleading infomiatt appearing in news articles. That is the purpose of this column. To report'an error or need
for clarification please call 733-1918

to keep Wilowing through
every switch and valve... in

.Forrilloterca,
- Gent=
eter,
lkil
General Tint

Here On Saturday

The Robert Brelsford listed in a recent story concerning
court action here is not the Robert Brelsford of 1400 Glendale
Road who is an 18-year-old student at Murray High School.

today (Friday).

CALL
ers0
7534331
OR WRECKER SERV.
WHEN YOU NEED IT!
ASVC
*
• A UTO TOWING
217
t
1.

ASTRO
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Thursday; Funeral

Mrs. Cora Retnley Webster,
mother of Mrs. Neva Stockwell of Murray,died Thursday
at her home in Union City,'Tn.
She was 81 years o age.
Survivors include two
daughters, Mrs. Stockwell of
Murray and, Mrs. _ Myree
Rudder of Union City, Tn.;
two sons, Porter Click of
Ionia, Mich., and Leonard
Finch of Chicago, Ill.; two
sisters, Mrs. Walter Nash of
Union City, Tn., and Mrs.
Annie Rattree of St. Louis Mo.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the White-Ranson
Funeral Home, Union City,
Tn., with burial to follow in the
Terrace Hill Cemetery in
Troy,Tn.

Corrections & Amplifications

Industrial Av

Tftursdayj

Mrs. Myrtle. Winchester of
1610 Ryan, Murray, died
Thursday at 5:50 p.m. at the
Maplewood Farms Nursing
Home, Mayfield, where she
had been for one month. She
. was 81 years,of age and the
wife of L C. Winchester who
died Oct. 9,I9/0.
The Murray woman, was a
retired school teacher and a
member of the Whitesville
Christian Church in Davis
County. Born Jan. 12, 1897, in
Whitesville, she was the
daughter of the late George
Lewis Purchell and Annie
Neighbors Purcell. -Survivors include three
daughters, Mrs. Nick (Emily)
Furnish, Hebron, Mrs. James
(Annie) Hardin, Louisville,
and Mrs. Scott (Jane) Carr,
Blackuiburg, Va.; four sons.
Buford Winchester, Murray,
Roy Winchester, Bethlehem,
Winchester,
Leonard
Mayfield, and- Warren Winchester, Shelbyville; fifteen
grandchildren; four _great
grandchildren..
-Services will be held Sunday
at one p.m.at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Rothe With the -Rev. Ro-Y
Gibson officiating and Mrs.
Otto Erwin as organist.
Serving as pallbearers will
be the sons and sonk-in-law
and interment will follow in
the Murray Memorial Gar-

l'rtetui of stocks of local interest at
noun t..clay furnished to the Ledger &
runes by I M &mon Co. of Murray are
as follows
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, -Customers of The Murray Electric System are mud-I.drestieally out back th,
, oleo/Wool use until further notice. The United Mine Workers'strike Is shrinking TlIV
` *coarstoblpiles and is threatening Th-e reifon% poriersupply in coming weeks.
The Murray Electric System is asking for full cooperation from all of its customers
- residential, commercial and industrial. The guidelines below will help customers to
conserve electric powerT-- The Murray Electric System will keep you informed Of further developments in the
situation. We appreciate Your cooperation in this effort.
EMERGENCY ENERGY REDUCTION PROGRAM
SUGGESTED BROAD GUIDELINES
FOR BUSINESS AND COMMERCIAL CUSTOMER ACTIONS
TO REDUCE USE OF ELECTRICITY
,
- Pro-Vide buil-Who and memorandums to einployees te emphasize conservation of energy sources and the urgency of the situation:.
Appoint employees by work areas to be responsible for continuing conservation effort.
Lower heating thermostats to 65 deg. F or lower.
Raise cooling thermostats to 80 deg. F or higher.
Encourage employees to wear appropriate clothing for the adjusted temperatures.
Reduce use of lighting — patterned disconnection of indoor area lighting — use lower wattage
lamps where possible — turn of decorative lighting and large signs — reduce outdoor flood or
area lighting.
Disconnect (electrically) drinking water coolers.
Disconnect (electrically) or lower thermostats on Water heaters where high water temperature
is not needed fqr special sanitary needs.,_____
Install adequate insulation, weather stripping, dembli-glass widows, double-glass doors, outdoor door closers, etc.
Investigate use of heat recovery systems.
Consider reduced hours of operation.
Turn off idling electrical machinery and equipment where possible.
Security and night watchman lights needed for security and safety may be left in service
"(where several are used by the same customer, consideration may be given to disconnection of
lower priority units).
Ask power distributor for special conservation assistance as needed.

EMERGENCY ENERGY REDUCTION PROGRAM
SUGGESTED BROAD GUIDELINES FOR
RESIDENTAL CUSTOMER ACTIONS
TO REDUCE USE OF ELECTRICITY

Murray Lodge Will
Hold Meet Monday
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
hold its regular meeting on
Monday,Feb. 20, at 7:30 pan.
at the lodge hall located north
of Murray on Mayfield Highway 121.
A fellow craft lecture will be
held, according to Jimmy
Bucy, master of the lodge,
who urges all members to
attend as very important
lodge business will be
discussed.
This day, Feb. 20, is being
celebrated
as _George
Washington's birthday which
is really Feb. 72. Washington
was one of the most famous
Masons of all times, a lodge
member said. •

Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
February 17, 19711
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report MainI Buying Stations
: Act. 444 Est. 500 Barrows &
ReceaGilt, 1.00-130 lower Sows 1.00-2 00 lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. . .146.30-46,75 few 47 00
. , . , $44 co.* 50
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. .
US 2-4 240-240 los.
245 00-44s 00
US3.4200*lbe
144 00-420o
Sows
US I -2 270-3201be
$39 00-40 00
-US44300400 lbe
23$%Nu 00
450400
lbs.
....
125 1-2
. 240 00-41 on
US 1-2500.650 lbs. . 1141.82-42.00 few 44 co
US 2-3 510-500 lbs. ....
sm.00-as 00
Boars 27 30-3000

Families should discuss importance of conservation of energy and read literature on the sub-ject.
Lower heating thermostats of 65 deg. F or lower
Wear light outer garments indoors during the winter -- use more bed covering.
Raise cooling thermostats to 80 deg. F or higher.
Reduce use of lighting — use lower wattage lamps where possible — do not use decorative
lighting.
Conserve use of hot water — larger and fewer loads of clothing in the washer — larger and
'fewer loads of dishes in the dishwasher — brief showers instead of baths — repair any water
faucet teaks.
Cook fewer hot meals — cook several foods at same time when using the oven.
Dry larger loads of clothes in the dryer but less often — air-dry small amounts instead of using
the dryer.
Use window drapes effectively for added insulation.
Install adequate insulation, weather stripping, storm doors and storm windows.
Avoid staying up late which requires use of lighting and appliances - form the habit of longer
hours of rest at night.
Select any new appliances on the basis of their efficiency as well as cost.
Consider installation of the heat pump if other forms of heating are to be changed or replaced.
Security and night watchman lights needed for security and safety may be loft in service
(where several are used by the same customer, eensideration may be given to disconnection of
lower priority units).
--- NOTE: Postponing heavy-use of electricity until after 7 p. m. also helps reduce the daytime load
on the electric system — clothes washing, clothes drying, baths, special cooking, and dishwashing. During daytime air-conditioning periods, these postponements also reduce the burden
on air-conditioners.

4S1 Olive

MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
.
-

_

